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2019 SURVEY PARENT COMMENTS
Introduction
The following comments were submitted by parents for survey questions where a comment option
was offered. We received 821 parent comments (comments were optional) from over 260 different
parents. We were impressed by the time many parents took to provide additional detail and feedback
about their own experiences and the experiences of their children, both positive and negative.
Please note that questions 1-5 were demographic questions and did not give respondents an option
of providing a comment. Questions 10-12 were purely open comment questions. The Lexington
SEPAC/SEPTA makes no representation about the veracity of the statements made in these comments.
We highly value the confidentiality of all parents, students, and staff. The SEPAC has reviewed the
comments and made best efforts to remove any information that might identify parents, students, or
staff. We have attempted to remove all student and staff names and pronouns that would identify
someone’s gender.
We removed references to specific schools, replacing them with the appropriate school level (i.e.
replace Estabrook with elementary school).
We removed references to specific district-wide programs unless the comment was general in nature
and could not be traced to a student within the program (i.e. “The DLP should have a high school
program”).
In an effort to maintain confidentiality for staff members, we also removed references to job titles
that could identify a specific staff member. In many of these cases, we changed the terminology to
refer to “teacher” (in the case of specific teachers) or “administrator” (in the case of specific
administrative staff members). We also removed references to specific classes or subjects, replacing
them with references to the overall department.
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Placement and Service Delivery for Children on an IEP (Question 6)
1. My largest complaint about service delivery is the silos that exist between general education and
special education. It, I believe, is the reason that many service providers and teachers feel the
need to pull children out of class to deliver services. Children then are forced to miss valuable
time in the general education setting, their schedules are full of transitions, they arrive late to
class or are pulled from the middle of class which makes it even harder to understand what is
going on ---all of which makes it more difficult to access general education for students that
already have difficulty due to their disabilities. I'm not sure if this makes it "easier" for special
education staff to do their job or if general education teachers would prefer it happen this way
but it is a great disservice to children and serves to further stigmatize and segregate them. The
fact is that children and their needs are on a continuum and if general education teachers could
teach to the diversity which exist in their classes and truly collaborate with the special education
department, the needs of ALL children would be better met, including those who don't qualify for
special education at all but do require differentiation of instruction to succeed. The discussion of
district wide "programs" is another manifestation of this silo-ing of expertise.
2. Training should be given to staff and administrators on the IEP process and the law that underpins
special education overall. There is a severe lack of knowledge or respect for the process that has
been put in place to ensure all children receive a free and appropriate public education. IEPs are
not often not followed; goals continue to be written in confusing ways in which it is difficult to
truly measure progress and are largely unchallenging; progress reports are few and far between.
Data is rarely shared and proactive adjustment to IEPs rarely occurs outside of annual review
processes. Parent input is listened to but rarely reflected in IEPs. The staff continues to send a
clear message to parents – parents are not really part of “the team”.
3. While the services are appropriate, my impression is that my child’s day is somewhat disjointed
with lots of pull out help and even pull out help that is split in half or interrupts 20 minutes of a
different subject area (ie: coming in or leaving part way into a lesson). I also think that the
“measure” of progress is based on national standards, which are lower than the reality of the
aveage Lexington student. I’m not sure this is appropriate.
4. While my child’s Resource Room and other individual teachers are supportive, the lack of
consistent communication and administrative circling is laborious and discouraging.
5. I understand the scheduling is complex, but it is very frustrating to have a child who may need
extra support but has more transitions and sometimes put in situations where they have less time
to accomplish what is needed in the general classroom, because they were pulled out for extra
specialized work.
6. A personal experience that is being looked into. Contact me if details are needed!
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7. We always feel like we are needing to catch up with the services based on our child's needs. We
constantly have to monitor our child’s progress and advocate and prove to the school district that
our child needs the additional services needed for them to perform at their potential.
8. My child dropped an LHS class this fall which we felt could not accommodate their IEP -- a class
which involved a lot of reading aloud. I don't know if the teacher could have accommodated our
child’s speech issues or not. I was disappointed with the lack of alternatives presented by the
teacher and the school.
9. The district has disregarded our concerns and has not created a free and appropriate public
education (FAPE) as per guidelines for our child and the law. Our requests and concerns have
been discounted and all but disregarded. The bureaucracy and red tape continues to leave our
child neglected and disregarded.
10. I feel very supported by the Out of district school program and Lexington’s support.
11. My child is new to an IEP so I am unable to answer some questions given that it has not been fully
implemented.
12. They ignored our doctor’s report and wrote in the IEP the opposite of what was said in the
meeting.
13. My child has goals to meet but few services provided.
14. My child's placement is not right and there is no right place for them. The placement
recommended in the IEP written by the elementary school was not acceptable. We didn't receive
the IEP until June, so we had no time to work out an acceptable alternative before all school
personnel departed for the summer.
15. The process is harrowing: reports are so full of jargon as to be incomprehensible. No effort to help
parents understand. The time allotted for team meetings is far too short, and the administrator is
hostile. Most of the general education teachers are not aware of my child's IEP and have not read
it -- although they say they have. So there are no accommodations.
16. My child was bullied by other students for their SPED status, so my child worked hard to avoid
anyone seeing them enter SPED classes. This stigma, bullying and avoidance behavior became
severe and traumatic and resulted in mental health problems for our child. After sustained
bullying and no alternatives provided, we withdrew our child from SPED services. It seems very
unfair that our child, with documented disabilities and needs, is not served by LPS.
17. Excellent job by all... literal dream team of educators
18. The school had a meeting to go over their own testing results. During my comments on those
results, they politely nodded and then went on with their meeting as if I had not spoken in
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English. Then they went on to draft the IEP with no input from me even though I suggested that
they should not draft the IEP as all of the testing was not complete. I don't know what the point
was to have that meeting or how it moves the discussion forward. Maybe there are some outside
pressures that we don't know about.
19. OOD placement has not been appropriate this year and district has been slow to respond
20. My child has a language-based disability and therefore has difficulty with learning a world
language. My child took multiple language classes but the staff was unsupportive of my child.
They do not wish to provide accommodations to a child with a language-based disorder to take
and be successful in a world language.
21. In these meetings I have the feeling I am just a chess piece. I don't know if they even listen to me.
They have their agenda and they follow it. Sometimes one gets lucky and they seem to offer what
one would hope for. Other times it's pulling teeth. If the child is making progress, maybe this is
because of the services. If you take the services away, how low does the child have to sink, before
they pick up the pieces again?
22. All is good now, but my child tested out last spring and we have a stay put request and I have large
concerns moving forward.
23. I get the feeling that the hands of my child's IEP team are tied and, while they truly want to help,
they must do the minimum in order to meet district imposed guidelines.
24. I believe my child is well cared for and that the team cares deeply about my child. However, as a
parent I don't always feel like an equal partner. I feel that the team listens to my feedback but
rarely includes it...instead we often get answers like "we don't do that in this program" or "that's
not what we'd recommend", etc. I also think that historically there has been very little data
collection to measure progress, although that has improved meaningfully this year.
25. There is too much focus on behavioral support instead of determining what emotional supports
are needed. For example, the staff suspected one disorder was driving our child’s behaviors even
though we were reporting that a different disorder was the main driver. It wasn't until our child
self reported the different disorder did the school say, now that we know what is driving their
behaviors we can change our approach. We had been talking about this disorder driving our
child’s behavior since kindergarten. As our child’s disability was addressed over time the
behaviors decreased. In addition, a teacher said "off the record" that our child did not receive
enough supports in the classroom was not comfortable speaking up in the IEP meeting. Instead
the teacher provided us information that would be helpful to advocate for our child in the IEP
meeting.
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26. You should include a question in the next survey about how parents feel about placement.
Lexington continues to send students out of district because it is convenient for them rather than
do the hard work of inclusion.
27. My child recently mentioned being “yelled at” at school. This is an issue we are digging into
further, but I do think that some teachers are better than others at recognizing and responding to
individual student needs.
28. We are on the fence regarding our child’s inclusion time. We need an advocate for that.
29. My child was on a 504 and the guidance department at the middle school only contacted me once
during the year. The team leaders and teachers were the ones I had the most contact with.
30. We just moved to Lexington in hope of finding better services. Yet to have a planning meeting.
Keeping our fingers crossed.
31. At the high school the students are expected to be more independent. This is a challenge for my
child.
32. My child is out of district because the services offered by the middle school would not meet their
educational needs
33. I feel the teachers and Aides are wonderful and loving towards my child. However, I feel the goals
in the IEP are too low but it's constantly a battle to put higher goals in. I also have to fight for
inclusion time and I believe that the staff (although well intended) do not know or disagree what
true inclusion means. To some staff, the child needs to prove themselves before allowing them to
do more or be included more. Lots of love but very low expectations of our children, which
becomes a cap on education for my child.
34. The individualized plan is also a package plan. It is not individualized.
35. Lexington has refused to contract with a back-up service provider needed for my child’s medical
care. Without this consistent care my child cannot attend school... and this can happen very
frequently.
36. Thank you
37. Progress reports aren't very informative in that progress measurement tends to be in "in X out of
X occasions the student (fill in the blank) vs. being more descriptive. However, 1:1 updates in
person and by e-mail are very beneficial and I appreciate the time and effort SPED teachers, other
teachers, social workers, guidance counselors, etc. take to provide this.
38. My child has had an incredibly supportive IEP process.
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39. The whole-language approach used in LPS elementary is inappropriate for students with languagebased disabilities, so I feel that these children are at a disadvantage in the regular classroom
through the choice of program used to teach reading. General reading resource teachers also
remain focused on whole language, so this does not help children with language-based disabilities
learn in the best manner for them.
40. In many ways, LPS has done only what they had to do and has not been proactive or forward
looking, in certain instances, to help our child and us (parents) think ahead about what our child
might need.
41. 1) Parents requested only two items in parent concerns during Team Meeting. Neither was
reflected in the IEP that was received. The IEP had numerous typos and incorrect information,
including basic information such as name spelling, placement and MCAS scores.
2) With the exception of behavioral-related items and on vocational item related to following
tasks, no current levels of performance were reflected in the IEP document to guide development
of current goals.
3) Goals in IEP were very general and broad, and with the exception of behavioral strategies, did
not appear to be individualized to my child's current level of performance and desired progress.
They also remain relatively constant between years.
4) The level/quantity of service my child receives is appropriate, the content delivered in those
services is not.
5) Quantity of services are delivered per the grid, but they are not individualized to level or
performance.
42. Our child’s IEP is fairly new / new to school, so not sure yet how to answer about it’s
implementation
43. The rationale for what is offered is often murky and seems obfuscated. I want to question it but
don't want to offend anyone on the team as placement may be jeopardized.
44. High school appropriately encourages increased independence at the high school level. However,
at times they expect my child to follow up or through on something that is unclear or where
teacher has dropped a ball. For example, student emails aide who neglects to email them back
and then my child does not follow up with the aide again. Or student had option to take test
outside of class last year. But did not know was an option this year so did not ask.
45. General Ed teachers do not understand learning profile and learning needs of students with
language-based learning disabilities. They rarely, if ever modify the language heavy curriculum
and exams.
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46. From year to year the way progress is measured changes unless the teacher and therapists don't
change. This makes it hard to gauge if effective progress is being made. My child receives summer
school. I have filled the responses above to reflect the school year. I feel the summer program is
haphazardly thrown together. I don't think the summer program is appropriate given my child’s
needs.
47. The social component of our children's challenges are the MOST IMPORTANT piece of the puzzle.
I don't think anyone who has a child on an IEP is trying to get their kid into Harvard and run a
corporation. We just want them to be socialized, happy and be able to support themselves later
in life. If their challenges give them other talents that opens a path for something more, that's
awesome, but not expected. The system needs to shift to have more focus on social and less on
academic (but I do see that happening already!). Make the child's approach to socializing so
practiced, it comes naturally by the time they graduate. The academic part can get attention too,
but should be secondary.
48. Not all general education classroom teachers delivers services and supports to my child as well as
the special education staff and specialists, because they were not prepared and trained to deal
with special-ed children. A few teachers that have these skills make a huge difference for my
child’s progress.
49. Individual classroom teacher’s dedication to understanding and supporting special needs varies
each year. Some are great and some are not.
50. Lexington is not equipped to handle high functioning ASD kids. Like Concord, you should pay for
placement automatically vs putting kids in an environment where they can't be successful. Or you
need to increase the education of the general classroom teachers.
51. While my child was at elementary school they fell two years behind despite an IEP. The services
were fragmented, inconsistently applied and they were not close to what was needed for my
child’s disability.
52. We are worried that when we get redistricted that our good work will be disrupted and that we
will see set backs
53. Grateful
54. Middle school? Not so great!
55. They have been wonderful!
56. We were told by Lexington School that our child needed to be provided with special
accommodations. These special accommodations are more time to do work and take tests, the
choice to be in a non-distracted room to do testing, have tests be read out loud to our student if
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needed. None of these things have been put in place. In fact, the one teacher we have gotten to
speak with didn’t even know about these special accommodations.
57. Support services are great; we struggle with understanding by the standard subject teachers and
curriculum
58. In some instances it's too early to say with confidence.
59. In past years, not all teachers were aware of our child’s accommodations per their IEP. I am
unsure whether or not this year's teachers are aware.
60. The personnel are extremely professional and caring.
61. Our elementary school has a very strong district-wide program and we couldn't be happier with it.
Staff has been outstanding -every year.
62. The special education teacher is nice but the IEP is not working in part because my child has a mix
of issues and because their regular ed teachers don't understand the IEP and what is says, even
though it has been discussed multiple times.
63. For most subjects, some of the teacher tactics are punitive and exclusionary.
64. The scheduling and consistency has been a nightmare, pulling my child out of class 3x/day now,
and in the past during other subjects and time did not seem to be well-used in that time. We
have often regretted going this route.
65. Despite my support and love for Lexington Public Schools, I am astonished at the lack of
programming for children graduating eighth grade who are currently in the DLP program. I feel it is
a civil rights issue that children in the DLP program are not welcomed at Lexington high school
with special education support. The LABBB program does not in anyway make up for inclusion
within Lexington high school. The LABBB program is not nearly the same level of education in
comparison to Lexington Public Schools. How can we pride ourselves on being leaders and
education when we are not inclusive with our own children in our own community? I find this
disgusting.
66. My child attends an amazing private special education residential school, and I could not ask for
better teaching and overall care for my student!
67. We cost share with the district, which is why I selected both boxes on the prior page.
68. I would like to have more inclusion opportunities for my child. There is extreme focus on my
child's behavior in class when being considered for inclusion. My child is verbal and overcommunicates in novel environments. This behavior is seen as a reason to pull my child out of the
inclusion hours instead of providing more opportunities for them to blend into the class.
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69. I wish the services that my child receives at preschool would be replicated in the elementary
schools.
70. With the change of administration at my elementary school, they stopped providing me with
enough information in regards to my child's school time. I'm completely in the dark about it.
71. Feel IEP rep could have helped follow through with my child when missing homework after being
sick was flagged. (and yes, I should have not taken my child at their word that they did follow up
with teacher) It led to a D where my child was upset about it, yet they didn't seem to learn from
experience as had hoped, anyway.
72. We just moved to the District. My child has not had their annual review yet. To date, I don’t know
which specialists work with my child on a weekly basis. I don’t know how to contact them
because I never receive any emails from them. I have no idea how my child is progressing in
terms of meeting their target goals. I also don’t know what I could be doing at home for my child.
73. The IEP that comes home usually lacks the specificity and details of supports discussed in, and
agreed to, in the meeting. I have had to remind staff of the law in order to have items included and when I do, all pushback stops, including school staff citing completely unrelated items that
supposedly covered the issue in question.
74. When in meetings, school staff appears to try to avoid all mention of any supports with any detail
to go on the IEP. Outside providers that have come to meetings, have, unprompted, commented
on just how much pushback there is, and how unaccustomed they are to seeing behavior like that
at meetings. All this builds an atmosphere of mistrust and "us versus them" situation. Parents feel
as if the school is trying to put one over on them, by trying to play games with withholding items
from the written IEP that they know they are legally obligated to include. How can we work
together when the school is always trying to minimize their legal obligation? It feels like they are
trying to make sure they have an excuse for not providing a support, by excluding items, and
making it as boilerplate as possible.
LPS appears to lack the infrastructure and organization to provide common supports available at
other nearby districts. Things such as checking backpacks at the end of the day, etc., are simply
not available. Again, outside providers are scratching their heads not understanding why end-toend supports like this are not available in a school like Lexington. I had numerous comments about
how disorganized the school team is, how they are not coordinating with each other.
Lastly, the school team shows no interest in working with outside providers. They will say it
sounds great at meetings, but when asked to, or given the opportunity to, take no action to do so.
There is very much a "we know best, we know everything" atmosphere, and the insight and
availability/willingness of outside providers is completely ignored.
75. My child’s private OOD placement is meeting their needs
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76. I feel parent input is listened to but has no impact on the end result, which is determined in
advance of the meeting
77. The lack of a full-time summer program is inadequate
78. We have not received a progress report this year, and therefore I can't answer if the services are
being received and are appropriate.
79. We are very pleased with our child's integration into LHS. My child’s special education program is
superior in every way. The Liaison is top notch, 100% amazing and we appreciate everything they
do for our child. The liaison’s communication skills are far above average. They is responsive,
helpful, knowledgeable and we couldn't be more pleased with our interactions with them. The
rest of the team is excellent as well.
80. The IEP is constructed well, but almost completely ignored by general education teachers, e.g. "I
don't have time to do that for your child", "how do you expect me to give that level of support to
just one child in the class". It was bad enough at Middle School, and even worse at LHS.
81. Would like to see IEP team focus on ways to solve educational needs in the classroom instead of
relying on pull outs for everything
82. Amazed at the level of care/attention that is given my child. My student really likes their support
team, and even when my child is stressed, will go to school because they know "the team" is there
to help them through.
83. We primarily work with the team at our private special ed school.
84. I wish the school staff was more open about the term “dyslexia” and how it is used/determined.
85. The services my child received at the elementary school are very different from what they are
now receiving at the middle school. My child is working on homework in their academic support
classes rather than direct instruction. While my child could use academic support, we feel that
there needs to be more direct instruction during school hours. We can help our child with
assignments at home.
86. Middle schooler. I don't feel like I'm in the loop like I did last year (Our elementary special
education administrator was an excellent communicator).
87. Our child was put on an IEP early in high school. There is a HUGE assumption at LHS that a kid on
an IEP has "self advocacy skills" and is mature in the IEP/support services setting. Our child is on
an IEP - yet LHS would not place them into a district-wide program or other supportive services.
Teachers (especially one department) have stated emphatically that they do not offer services
unless a child asks for them every time.
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88. It's difficult to answer some of these questions due to only truly getting an update/review of your
child's progress 2x per year.
89. My child receives supports from some AMAZING staff members. However, the timing of my
student’s services are often not in line with the times of day when there is the greatest need. Also,
some of the specials teachers working with my child do not seem to be aware of my child’s needs
and will address the behaviors with me in ways that indicate that they have either not read the
IEP, or do not understand the IEP.
90. We have only had one full year in Lexington public schools and I feel we were lucky to have a great
teacher and a great sped liaison in the first year and we are continuing with the same sped liaison
in the 2nd year. So far so good.
91. My child's IEP is new this school year and so I can't yet say that their rate of progress is measured
effectively.
92. There is no appropriate placement for my child because they require a hybrid of services. The
structure of Lexington's SPED services is too rigid, not allowing for crossover of programs.
93. We feel very blessed to be part of Lexington IEP program. Thanks to everyone who makes this
possible
94. School is great, IEP team is great. However, I feel that the team often accepts any progress as
"enough" and allows our child to slip below grade level expectations without telling us. Our child’s
IQ testing shows they are capable. Communication of progress needs to improve across the board
with as many details as possible.
95. The process seems to fall down in the specials classes. We have had incidents where my child has
been injured / become deregulated and I feel was not dealt with effectively.
96. The IEP program at our elementary school has been outstanding. The team has been fantastic and
has really helped my child.
97. In IEP meetings, the progress reports that measure goals don't seem to be taken into
consideration. The writing of new goals does not seem to be driven by data collected in the
previous year. We end up where we need to be, but this gap seems odd.
98. Our child is incorrectly placed out of district. The administrators are using a heavy hand to keep
our child out of the school and we as parents feel that there is no way to challenge the ruling.
There are multiple delays when we ask for a review and they use this scheduling to avoid bringing
the child back to the school district.
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Placement/Services Delivery for Children with 504 Plans
(Question 7)
1. The private school my child attends has small classroom sizes and highly trained teachers who
actively support students with learning differences. Resources are available to support the needs
of individual students, providing strategies for academic success with the long-term goal of the
student taking ownership of best practices for success in the classroom.
2. Our child has been on an IEP since lower elementary. Last year, they were found ineligible for
services so we received a draft 504 plan. There are executive functioning issues that are not
addressed in the resource room or the 504 plan.
3. Classroom teachers are mostly aware of the 504 plan and accommodate my student. However,
the general workload at the school is so high that it is overwhelming to my student, and there is
no accommodation available for a student who, despite being a willing and motivated learner,
simply cannot plow through the material fast enough to stay current in the class.
4. I really don't think that my child’s 504 plan is properly and consistently implemented at the middle
school level. The communication between on and off team teachers shows that lack of awareness
of what the plan encompasses.
5. Because our child is in middle school now we don’t have a relationship with the teachers. For me
to know how my child is doing I would have to email them directly, which feels unnecessary
because my child seems to be doing well. This survey may provide more useful information if
distributed after parent teacher conferences?
6. The 504 has all the accommodations that my child needs on paper, but the teacher is not doing it
although they say they do.
7. My child is very well cared for by the guidance department. His 504 plan is the problem as
teachers are not understanding the depth of my child’s challenges and are expecting more of
them than they can deliver.
8. unnecessary repetitive paperwork, currently betwix and between
9. I feel the teachers and counseling staff leave the child or parents to advocate for the
implementation of my child's 504 plan. I'm not even sure if every teacher knows my child has a
504.
10. Tough to know what exactly happens in the classroom and I don’t want to intimidate my child by
being there to check things out ‘live’. Additional time given for exams is helpful.
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11. I am a very informed parent who is the special educator so I know how to advocate
12. Some of teachers had to be reminded of the 504 plan in order to receive accommodation.
13. My child is provided with the exact environment to support their needs. I cannot speak highly
enough about the accommodations or the special education team. It feels amazing to know that
your child has an entire team to support their needs.
14. I have to remind the teachers that my child has a 504 plan and sometimes need to step in to
request more
15. My child’s plan is specifically for behavioral health issues and I have abundant evidence suggesting
that the team teachers do not know what my child’s backround/issues are
16. Last year, in elementary school, the classroom teacher did not use my child’s adaptive equipment.
17. The guidance office provides care, however, information isn’t always communicated to the
teachers.
18. Most general education classroom teachers follow the 504, but some do not. My child definitely
feels "cared for" by select teachers, and does not feel cared for by other staff. From what I can
gather, those who give my child the accommodations outlined in the 504 are the ones that make
my child feel cared for. Those who do not give my child the accommodations are the teachers my
child doesn't like, and feels it is reciprocal.
19. Have consistently had difficulty having my child’s 504 plan followed simply because they "look like
a typical child" and does not stand out as a "student with needs"
20. We pulled our child out of school in Lexington because they was bullied and didn't feel supported
at all. Our student is doing much better in private school.
21. As of Oct 15th, the 504 needs to be updated for the new school year
22. Since our child entered middle school this Fall, I haven’t got any information as of what will be
provided to our student as a 504 plan. I wrote an email to the counselor, but didn’t get clear
information.
23. Over the years, there was one teacher who needed to be reminded of our child’s
accommodations. It is often necessary for the parents to check in with the teacher and remind
them or confirm that accommodations are being delivered, as required.
24. I feel that the teacher often treats our child’s needs as an afterthought rather than a pro-active
step.
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25. My child is on a 504 at the high school. It is 100% on the child to know and activate and then
advocate and then pull in their counselor and then parents to get the 504 accommodations. If the
child is embarrassed it is pulling teeth to get the accommodations. Also the system of keeping
back tests and the use of google chrome books puts a very long time period on the parents being
able to see the actual materials for testing so you can find out if the child is receiving their
accommodations or being tested in violation of their 504
26. Our child was denied the continuation of the 504 plan with LPS claiming our heavily tutored kid
was able to access the curriculum and despite our child’s documented disability despite the fact
that our child was heavily tutored and needed for one-on-one help with homework and a weekly
tutor, all privately paid for. The guidance office representative was totally uninformed about what
a 504 plan was, what it was for, and what the standard is for eligibility. We has to appeal to the
BSEA and LPS shockingly took the position that accommodations could be provided WITHOUT a
written plan which makes no sense since the written plan is a favored vehicle for ensuring that
everyone is on the same page. We eventually got a written plan but it was a massively upsetting
experience for all of us.
27. When our child was given a 504 plan for anxiety and when they needed a change in
accommodations, the high school department head refused to allow teachers to give our child
extensions past the quarter end date despite excused absences and strong letters from our child’s
doctor that supported the extra time for catching up. In other words, unless the 504 plan stated
the exact accommodation, the high school department head was telling the teachers not to
provide it.
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Partnering with Parents/Outside Experts (Question 8)
1. Outside reports are rarely given the weight that they deserve. Parents are spending their money
and time to bring outside expertise into the team process for a singular reason – to help the staff
to help their kids. Ideally these suggestions should assist teams in creating individualized
education programs that truly meet the needs of children but, more often than not, they are
wholly dismissed. I’m not sure if staff feel that “they know best” and are adverse to any outside
opinions but it creates a hostile team environment which is not in the best interest of children.
2. Generally staff do not view parents as members of the IEP team even though this is required by
law. They often make their decisions related to services and the grid without seeking parent input
and don’t understand that parents are the experts on their child.
3. Neuropsychologist recommended a specific type of program but this has been explained as not
appropriate for my child. I’m not sure if this is because of the nature of Lexington’s program or my
child.
4. I am at a loss for how disrespected our input is
5. High school special education representatives have delayed acting upon and have questioned
direct recommendations from medical professionals.
6. Throughout our history of working with LPS, we have had outside neuropsych evaluations
considered with varying levels of acceptance. Every school we have worked with does not accept
the findings until they conduct their own testing and come to their own conclusions. That said, we
would not have been successful in getting needed services for our child, had we not done testing
on our own at considerable expense. This is not how we think the IDEA is supposed to work.
The school considers the reports in terms of the diagnosis but does not provide any real
accommodations that are specific to our child’s diagnosis. The school has always focused on
having the student be independent which is a great goal, but provides no real scaffolding to get
there. I became so frustrated with the lack of real services that I read several books on our child’s
disability, then suggested accommodations and strategies specific to our child’s diagnosis. I think
one accommodation made it into the IEP. The resource teacher did not take providing specific
specialized services seriously. I recognize that it is difficult to work with a student who doesn't
implement strategies, but I think that the point of the resource teacher is to provide monitoring
that the student is implementing and accountability if the student isn't implementing.
7. My experience has been that outside testing (neuropsychological) was largely ignored and
discounted. The only thing that 'counted' was the diagnosis by the pediatrician. The school did
not recognize the major findings of the neuropysch testing including the two most striking issues.
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The problem is that even though the findings were significant, that doesn't add up to a
diagnosable disability. So no IEP was offered, and 504 plans are extremely limited in their scope.
8. The special education teacher is great. Some of the general education teachers are true partners
with the special education teacher while others are often are frustrated by suggestions or
concerns. They quote department policies instead of offering constructive solutions on how to
implement IEPs and when they become frustrated they loop in administrators which does nothing
to actually support the kid who continues to struggle in class and feel disheartened about
attending school. It's not just us, lots of parents have said something similar on social media. I
think the teachers struggle to understand what the IEP implementation is supposed to look like in
their own classroom.
9. I have requested accommodations to help my child in an LHS class and the department’s response
was that my child should drop the class because they don't want the student to feel bad about not
passing. All I have asked for so far is a weekly checklist for my child. I didn't even get past that
request to ask for anything else yet and they said "no the student should drop the class and oh by
the way there isn't any other similar class that the student can take instead."
10. Sometimes I only feel like I get info if I check in.
11. We do not always feel like equal partners on the IEP team. There seems to be attitude of "we
know best" and a hesitancy to try new approaches. We often give suggestions for alternative
approaches, and more often than not feel like our insights are brushed off--which is frustrating as
we know our child much better than the staff. I think the problem is impacted by three
interconnected themes. First, the staff passionately believes in their expertise--deservedly so in
most cases, but it can also come off as dismissive. Second, the confidence in their expertise
seems to drive a real disinterest in trying new things. In our experience we've been disappointed
with the level of creativity. Which leads to the third factor--the program-based approach. When
we make suggestions for creative ways to do things, we often run up against "that's not how we
do things in this program" or "that's not how the program is set up." I'm not sure if the silo
program design is the underlying systemic reason that the educators would be so unwilling to step
out of their comfort zone and try new things, or if there is some sort of disincentive for risk-taking
in their contracts, but given the amount of wonderful and highly credentialed staff LPS is lucky to
have, we'd love to see more individualized and creative solutions.
12. On areas where we and the school agree, such as focusing of behavioral interventions, we feel like
equal partners and that portion of the report is taken seriously. However, our child was diagnosed
by an outside provider as having a severe disability and the school disagreed because their testing
didn't show the same level of disability.
13. Parents' viewpoints are considered inferior to LPS staff. Staff often question how parents care for
their special needs children. This is outrageous. LPS does not listen to their own experts. We had
many evaluations as part of the 3 year re-evaluation, and the suggestions were great. Yet LPS
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refused to follow the advice of their own experts - and then blamed our child for failure to
succeed, and took a decision to send out of district.
14. The elementary administration and SPED administrator are (were) particularly good at
parent/school communication.
15. The 504 has all accommodations that my child needs on paper, but the teacher is not doing it
although they say they do.
16. I cannot say strongly enough how I feel that our (parents and outside therapist's) opinions and
data were dismissed during two core evaluation meetings. I feel that not finding my child eligible
for an IEP on two occasions were forgone conclusions and that there was NOTHING I, my husband
or my child’s therapist could say that would change the school special ed team's decision.
17. I haven’t yet seen any active engagement from the school to participate or talk to other providers.
18. The school accepts information we provide to them, but they seem to deal only with behaviors
that relate directly to school. My child has behavioral issues that are not being addressed. Also,
the grades we see reported in Aspen and the negative behaviors outside of school are not
consistent with the Special Ed team’s relatively optimistic reports.
19. Recommend reword 1st question. Since my child is out of district, Lexington Public School
Professionals is N/A, so all answers reflect out of district teachers.
20. We are new to LPS and haven't had our first IEP meeting yet. My ratings are based on interactions
we've had with the team as they transition our child. Thus far, the staff and administration has
been extremely helpful and knowledgeable. We've been impressed with the open
communication.
21. I don't think the teachers are sufficiently trained to recognize my child's needs or have sufficient
time to do so.
22. It depends on who the person is. I am happy with my child's current teachers in terms of
collaboration. Some of the Professionals are good too but others may not know how to
implement some of the reports from outside experts. In the past, I felt that whenever I submit a
report from outside experts, the school would pick and choose to implement what they agree
with, which is not necessarily right for my child.
23. The previous SPED administrator at our school was NOT open to outside evaluations or even their
own School psychologist’s reports and recommendations. Did not even take consideration from
the school teachers as well. Was, in my opinion neglectful on their duties to support and offer
services that should have been required for my child. The administrator was not open on multiple
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occasions to the recommendations from their own professionals to place my child on an IEP over
a 504. I am extremely thankful to find out this administrator is no longer with the district
24. I provided reports about my child to the school when they started kindergarten. Everyone knew
my child would qualify for a dedicated program and the team started collecting data from day 1.
Given the horrible experience we had with another child at another school sharing data and trying
to communicate with them that there would be issues, this was such a relief and really confirmed
the competency of the Special Ed team.
25. N/A out of district self pay
26. While outside experts presented findings, the teams conclusion was not how can we meet these
needs but rather here is our program and we may touch on those items when you get here.
27. They do want to collaborate on behavior and seem very invested in improving the behaviors.
28. I think teachers and specialists are too busy with regulation, overworked and understaffed to do
what they could really do with my child
29. I feel like communication could be improved between staff and myself. That said my child's
teacher is always prompt in responding when I reach out.
30. Those people on staff who see my child as a human, and truly love and deeply care of them have
gotten great progress. But some see my child as a "case" and shuffle things around the layers of
bureaucracy, and that I don't like. I suppose it can't be helped, but it's just a comment from a
parent.
31. I wish I could have contact with the specialists to briefly discuss my child's IEP. I did reach out on
my own to two specialists and neither of them knew my child was on an IEP
32. The past school year teachers weren’t as supportive to my child’s learning difficulties as teachers
from previous years.
33. Agree but we had to spend thousands of dollars to get the outside reports to finally convince the
team to increase services that should have been obvious based on MCAS and the student’s testing
at school.
34. This is the one area that I wish LPS/SPED was better at. They have a little bit of a hard time taking
outside evals seriously. It’s like if they don’t build it they don’t respect it. Such a shame since often
times the outside work sheds far more light than any LPS testing could do.
35. My child’s original outside testing was wholesale disregarded and their needs were dismissed by
the elementary school! It was shocking and I was so discouraged. It wasn't until my child had a
crisis that we at least had a fair hearing for a plan at middle school. I feel the lead teacher on my
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child’s plan collaborates with me, but I do not feel the team is collaborating - they see me as trying
for something special - not at all! just the agreed upon plan!
36. Not sure how the school is doing yet on communication with us about our child or how they will
do when we provide them the medical diagnosis we just received for our child. So far, we have
had no communication with any of our child’s teachers at middle school. Definitely a lack of
communication so far.
37. I only agree his private school does…LPS NEVER did
38. I sometimes feel that they feel they know best & leave me out of the equation. I sometimes feel
judged.
39. The teachers are mostly polite and the special education teachers are very nice. But I doubt that
they consider a non-teacher an equal partner. Sort of similar on the outside experts. They say
they take our reports seriously but not much seems to change and it often business as usual with
my child doing worse not better as the years go by.
40. 1) My child's area of need lies in the domain of executive functioning. This is an area that is
currently poorly supported in the school setting. There is a lack of awareness of what to do to
support a child's executive functioning, and it has taken me coming in with strategies to share for
them to consider implementing them.
2) The school was not very receptive to including input from an outside service provider who has
worked with my child for several years. Once again, it took me pushing and putting my foot down
to having this provider's input heard and acknowledged.
41. I want to credit Lexington for offering a separate speech/AAC consult from a member of their
team, to consult with my child’s school on a quarterly basis.
42. My child had issues last year in middle school, teachers never told us about these until they briefly
touched on them during 504 meeting. I had to call several times until after school ended to get
details.
43. Because staff is so busy, sometimes accommodations do not always seem fully followed, but
maybe I do not see complexity of tradeoffs. e.g. longer test taking, seating.
44. Have been listened to, but district always seeks to reproduce with additional testing
45. There is very much a "we know everything" attitude. The repeated attempts to withhold pertinent
and agreed upon supports from being in the written IEP, builds an atmosphere of mistrust and
wariness.
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46. Parents want to work with school team in the best interests of the child. However, all indications
point to school team attempting to provide as little detail as possible in IEP to decrease their
obligation.
47. Early days but very supportive environment
48. Mom feels an equal partner, Dad does not. More information sharing would be helpful. Parents
don't know who their service provider is until well into the school year and how and when the
services are delivered is not made clear
49. I believe my child gets their needs met, and we all have such a great way of always keeping each
other up to date, I want to be there as another supporter for my child and having the best
communication with all my child’s teachers.
50. Outside evaluation was included as part of the initial intake packet, and referenced in eligibility
documents.
51. General Ed faculty and staff are more often than not oblivious to IEP goals, and accommodations.
Many have acknowledged “not reading” students IEP’s. Inclusion won’t work if Gen Ed staff
appear unwilling to educate themselves about the needs of students on IEPs. Thus, getting ones
needs met is often left to the student. Unrealistic to expect each SPED student to self-advocate for
themselves- especially ones who are younger, have executive function issues or are not fully
comfortable with disclosure of their disability. Sadly, LHS has a long, long way to go to achieve
equity and inclusion. I suggest some serious self-reflection and training for admin, staff and faculty
alike.
52. The neuropsych reports were almost completely overlooked. All that seemed to matter was the
opinion of school's own psychologist.
53. It often feels like the school guidance office and teachers have already discussed accommodations
prior to meeting with the parents and/or are making rushed decisions based on a single twentyminute meeting. They are however, very attentive and open to listening to concerns. It feels like
our meetings, though very few, are a good forum to discuss our child's needs and progress.
54. I have not felt like an equal member of the IEP team. A parent is an enormous asset and feedback
should be weighed equally with educators.
55. Extremely happy with our child’s district-wide program. It's allowed our child to get back to
school and thrive.
56. We are about to visit an outside neuropsychology expert because of concerns that we might be
missing something in current plan.
57. I don't know what is going on
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58. The department head and social worker staff work hard to support our child - the guidance staff
has changed at least once per year. My child has yet another new support teacher this year, 3rd
one in 4 years. So no collaboration. The school responds when you hire an attorney or advocate otherwise they do not work with parents.
59. The SPED team and administrator have been very supportive.
60. Lexington only considers what it wants to do in the sped environment. If you don't agree with
them then you are out of luck. They only offer what the program offers and they don't look at the
needs of the whole child. If you fit the box for what they offer, you are fine but if you don't fit
squarely within a box, the child suffers greatly.
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Staff and Training (Question 9)
1. I feel that parent communication is seen as a burden by staff. Most staff will answer emails when
asked a direct question but it is infrequent to receive proactive communication from staff—I’m
not sure if that is because they feel that they don’t have time or if they truly do not see the value
in doing so. Parents are valuable partners in their children’s education and I wish staff would see
them as such.
2. I would argue that at our school there has been a concerted effort on the part of staff to limit the
communication between parent and school.
3. 504 is a loose list of what seems discretionary guidelines. The language they use is purposefully
gray to prevent accountability. Services taken away. Whoops. Oh well
4. The speech services at LHS are a gift.
5. We did not have a good relationship with the IEP/resource teacher. Ultimately I gave up trying to
get the teacher to implement services specific to our child’s disability. I really did try many
different strategies to work with the resource teacher, but all I ever heard was that my child
should become independent with absolutely no plan about how that they should achieve this
given their diagnosis.
6. I have a very solid working relationship with my Lexington liaison and my child’s school program
7. I believe that most of my child's teachers are not familiar with the 504 or my child’s needs.
8. The staff at the middle school does an excellent job of communicating!
9. The staff at our elementary school did a very poor job of communicating last year (2018-2019)
10. I am comfortable with the communication from the middle school staff -- they are very
professional. The elementary school communication was difficult and not timely. My child has
suffered because of it.
11. I have good relationships with other school staff, and I like and appreciate all the teachers. But the
SPED administrator is hostile. I am uncomfortable with all interactions with this administrator.
12. The response from administration staff has been variable. Some guidance staff were supportive.
Others were relatively unsupportive. One department head was supportive but unable to find any
helpful solutions. The system itself is extremely limited in what it can offer students who do not
fit the usual definitions of IEP, and who therefore qualify for 504 plans that offer only extra time
for testing. The lack of an attitude of "let's teach how this student can learn" is a fundamental
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problem in the LPS system. Instead, we have experienced a general attitude of "all students have
to learn in this one way" and that way doesn't work for my student.
13. The SPED staff responds quickly. The general education staff responds but they often do not have
answers and sometimes they never find the answers. The progress reports are also vague.
14. I have no problem raising my concerns and usually the SPED department does give me good
assistance, my issue is with the general ed staff--with one teacher and with the department head.
The teacher sat silently in the meeting and let the department head do the talking.
15. Last year I did not get timely response at our elementary school, but this year there has been a
staffing change so hopefully it is better moving forward.
16. I have been satisfied with the level of communication LPS has provided. But I also am not afraid
to raise questions and follow-up. Most of the time I am initiating the conversation, not the other
way around. It is very rare to have an educator ask me a question about if we are having similar
problems at home or how we handle it. Which is a waste, as we parents often see the same
problems at home and might have insights to provide. I fear the educators feel like they must
have all the answers--which is an unreasonable expectation for anyone. I would much rather have
an open dialogue with my child's educators with the understanding that we are a team and can
troubleshoot together to find the best solution.
17. No we don't feel comfortable. When we bring up concerns there is a tendency for the process to
become unduly adversarial.
18. When I raise a question, problem, or concern, we get one sentence responses if we are lucky.
Rarely is there any follow up. Since our child moved out of district, communication is low to nonexistent. In one situation this year, there was no response for TEN DAYS. It was a simple meeting
request, and yet no response.
19. The teachers seem very approachable, the culture is more geared towards student-Independence
at this age. I support this shift, just haven’t figured out my role as a parent of a middle schooler.
20. Communication is definitely the weakest link in the system, as I received no communication
regarding my questions before the start of the school year. That said, the team placement and
general schedule has been an excellent fit and feels very deliberate.
21. The school counselor is great, but the teacher doesn't do what the 504 plan says.
22. The reason I feel comfortable raising concerns is because my child has been in crisis so there's no
way that I wouldn't raise concerns.
23. The communication from the team is lacking. The team did not share some behavioral concerns
they had of my child until after our IEP meeting.
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24. I feel I am my child’s advocate so no matter what I have to voice what’s best for my child.
25. I get selective responses.
26. LPS is unresponsive. LPS staff were the source of all concerns/problems we have had in the past
year.

27. I don't get any information at all. I feel that the way it works is that the parents have to monitor
the progress by talking to the child, the teachers, the counseling staff, and through the grades in
Aspen. There is no proactively monitoring of how the child is doing by the school itself.
28. I get daily reports but they are insufficient and fairly standard. I believe there needs to be more
periodic progress reports, maybe every 2 months, as close monitoring of progress is important to
ensure my child grows as quick as possible, given my child is already very delayed in terms of their
development. I am not happy with the administration’s speed of response with respect to the
actions required to improve my child’s program. Lots of delays and no result. I am extremely
unhappy with the summer program and I am not looking forward to the next year's proposal.
29. Student services department ignores communication from parents
30. Again all the teachers and administrators that have been part of the multiple discussions we have
had at the school have been wonderful. The previous SPED administrator as well as counselor
were not. I received great communication from teachers last year. This year still early.
31. Unless we ask, we get very little information on what is happening in the pull-out or push-in
sessions that our child receives services in.
32. Many times we have felt intimidated to raise issues or ask questions of LPS administration. We
push through, but feel we are not speaking the same language.
33. In the past when questions or concerns with the OOD placement were raised, we have received
an email response. However, at times, the information has been shared with the OOD placement
without our consent/prior knowledge. We were approaching our district as a sounding
board/resource on how to approach the problem. Now we are more hesitant to raise a concern.
34. I often am left in the dark about progress, programming and next steps. I might get a response
but the response is not really addressing the question. I also fear that if I ask too many questions,
the placement will be jeopardized.
35. I don’t feel comfortable because sometimes I am not sure what difference will it make asking the
staff for things they might not be able to provide. I do feel more comfortable with some staff than
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others ... some folks are more approachable and friendly and some are less ... it’s also a cultural
and generational thing. In general, schools can be so intimidating, it’s hard to feel as welcome
when there are so many restrictions and rules in place and even if we are all taxpayers only the
rules of the mainstream majority count. Not even to mention everything is DRIVEN by liability and
not by community relations so believe I get it...used to be a teacher! So you have my compassion,
but as a LPS parent it is hard to feel
36. I get very superficial responses from teachers and staff. They don’t recognize the concerns I have
about specific skill deficits and learning challenges
37. I wish there was better communications about what to expect especially during school transitions
on the school web site (FAQs) such as time of yearly plan meeting, who would be present and how
school ensures that the teachers are aware if the child has a 504 plan. I was able to get some
answers to my questions when I attended an informational meeting.
38. The supports and services provided under my child’s IEP’s (past and current) have been essential
for my child’s social-academic progress. Without the services and the implementation of the IEP‘s,
my child would have never developed their social and academic skills.
39. My child was bullied by a teacher. We reported this and didn't receive a response back for a week.
Probably so the school could get a legal opinion. I hope as the administration reflects on this they
are ashamed.
40. it's been a fabulous experience...our elementary team is incredible.
41. Middle School SPED hasn’t been so great. Communication is poor and often times teachers don’t
read my child’s IEP. This, to me, is just awful. I know they’re busy but they are required to read and
check off that they’ve read every child’s IEP in their class. On several occasions they’ve been
clueless.
42. I have needed to ask twice already - I have been the one who needed to raise issues...and then I
felt I was behind and late....I don't want to be over bearing - but where is the proactive
communication from school?
43. When my child was at LPS their response was the student is just lazy..NO THEY HAVE A disability.
44. I don't know what that first one means. I have the IEP and I know that sometimes my child does
not have services because the teacher was in a meeting. I get progress reports which are usually
vague and unhelpful. I get email acknowledgements very quickly but often there are issues that
are never addressed or addressed months later. I don't want to raise too many issues because my
child does not want me to be annoying the teachers.
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45. Only receive updates during conferences, annual IEP meeting, and report card time. Would be
nice to hear more frequently on progress.
46. Problems with scheduling get addressed when I stand up and demand it and fight it, but it seems
people wait for resistance before doing the right thing.
47. We only interact with LPS administrative staff at the annual IEP meeting.
48. No experience yet this year, but last year yes responses were very timely and encouraging even
when I wasn't sure if I should bother them with a question/concern.
49. My child is currently being monitored to see if additional services are needed. Currently, I have no
idea how the IEP is being carried out at school.
50. Twice a year reports do not give timely information on goal progress. Parents do not need reports
that are that long, but they should be at least quarterly.
51. I have on multiple occasions, waited for a week to get response from school staff. I have been told
by parents that there is a policy that SPED staff answer within a day - well, that is most certainly
not true. Please post this policy online so it can be referenced.
52. SPED staff is extremely defensive and I do not feel I can come to them with questions. I don't think
they understand the parent's perspective--where we are constantly, and have been for years,
worried about our vulnerable children. They think every question is meant to undermine the work
they are doing, when we want to understand what is happening, and how issues are being
handled. We are not trying to criticize what is going on, but we have very little information to go
on. SPED to parent communication is very brief and general.
53. In general, LPS tried to discourage our family from pursuing an evaluation for special education
services. They like to try to sweep everything under the rug, and we kept hearing that they felt
they could manage the issues that were occurring over and over. It was obvious that my child
needed help and we disregarded their advice.
54. What incentives does school administration have? Are they under pressure to keep IEP numbers
down? Why does LPS only have a 14% IEP rate, below the state average? This is something to be
concerned about and not proud of. What that means, is that parents of children like mine, are
being discouraged (maybe lied to) from getting help for their children in order to keep costs down.
55. Once out of district, takes significantly longer
56. Our SPED administrator has been exceptional - very timely with communications, extremely
knowledgeable and effective- and very empathetic and kind.
57. Answers based on last year.
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58. I believe as a parent, teacher communication is very important and especially for the child to see.
59. Lexington Staff have continued to lie to parents on service delivery.
60. SPED administrators have been accessible.
61. Again, it's not the construction of the IEP that is the issue: it's the inability or unwillingness of
teachers to then act in accordance with it.
62. Often times teachers say that they are too busy to have a meeting or respond to emails and prefer
to defer conversations about questions, problems or concerns until conferences or after report
cards. So, long as our child is meeting basic academic goals, some teachers are often unwilling to
discuss more frequently.
63. The staff does a good job. Needs to improve openness around ideas that may not fit their
definition of how things should be done.
64. There is always an open door of communication with our child’s team. They respond quickly to
concerns and/or new information as it comes up.
65. Other than the annual meeting to plan/revisit the 504 plan, there is no communication unless I
ask a direct question. However, when I do ask, I get timely and helpful responses.
66. Our SPED administrator has been responsive and helpful.
67. We get no information. Progress notes all thru high school were, honest to god, a cut and paste
from prior year. I checked it, word for word, the same.
68. The correspondence is poor. I have sent emails and need to send additional emails to follow up.
Emails should be acknowledged within 24 hours.
69. The Guidance office is not forthcoming with students in a 504. There needs to be a better
protocol for communication between school/home.
70. Not comfortable at all. Our trust was broken by the caregivers as they pushed us in a specific
direction that the school leadership asked them to get the child out of the school.
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What aspects of special education in the district do you think are
the most effective for your child's development? (Question 10)
1. For the most part, we have found the staff and related service providers to be knowledgeable,
competent and kind. We are pleased that the special education department has invested
resources to provide for many specialized services within the district, delivered by highly qualified
staff, which, in theory, should help in serving more children in-district and sending less out-ofdistrict. Too often, however, we have seen internal service providers’ input dismissed by other
team members, which is such a waste of valuable resources in the district.
2. If the questions above refer to our child’s current placement, the answers would be to strongly
agree across the board. The LPS administration, on the other hand, has refused to be part of the
IEP process. They are often unresponsive for weeks on end and only after adding the
superintendent to the email chain did we receive any acknowledgment, and usually the same day
she was added. The lack of response also applies to follow up phone messages; there are many
other instances and examples where the district has obstructed the process.
3. When it came time to discuss placement, the district tried setting up the meeting without inviting
anyone from my child’s current school, even though they were delivering the programming and a
party to all the observations LPS required. In the meeting, they only considered observations
performed by the district. Even though evidence of grade-appropriate academic work was
presented and the district staff remarked on the incredible strides in social/emotional progress
our child had made during the year, the information was unilaterally dismissed and did not factor
into the decision-making. Members of the district who had worked previously with our child
discussed how well our child looked and that they were so happy to see the progress, as it was
night and day from when our child was in-district. The current placement was rejected without
providing a single alternate placement recommendation. The team appeared intimidated by the
team chair’s comments. This year we asked if the district wanted to provide input into the IEP
since they were so concerned about our child’s placement last year, and they have not replied. By
the absence of a response, they are saying they will not attend this IEP meeting nor participate in
any way in the process.
4. Executive function assistance, but it could be more structured.
5. Resource blocks have been helpful to give our child time to work on homework with help available
if needed.
6. Teachers and specialists are wonderful and are clearly invested in my child's success.
7. We would like to be able to collaborate with the district to ensure our child’s basic needs are met,
starting with feeling safe. In addition, time-sensitive paperwork, such as formal invitations and
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meeting narratives, is not sent on time or emailed when requested. We are advised by many
different types of professionals not to file complaints because of pushback and a standard
agreement that forces the parents to rescind all former complaints anyway. As a result, there is no
public record of the complaint or school data on restraints to show the scale and pervasiveness of
the issue. Although Lexington settled the 2012-13 Bill Lichenstein case, and supposedly instituted
changes to address the grievances, the district hasn’t made the systemic change or instituted the
necessary checks to prevent fundamental violations from happening.
8. The excellent teachers, specialists, and aides who obviously care very much about my child's
success.
9. Team approach; caring and thoughtful adults; one-on -one Orton-Gillingham tutoring in school.
10. Nothing is systematically effective. Administration (both general and special ed) spends more
time creating barriers. The special education department is not effectively integrated into the
general education program, so support services are neither coordinated between the two nor
sufficiently independent of one another.
11. Effectiveness is entirely dependent on individual teacher's willingness to understand the situation
and to adjust themselves to the issues at hand. Again, many of the individual teachers have been
incredible, though they also seem uncomfortable speaking out about students' needs.
12. LHS brings new meaning to the concept of teaching students to "self-advocate."
13. The question that continually comes up during all of this is, Where is the accountability for the
district and what changes can be made to give parents a big enough voice to prevent violations of
law in the future? Even when our advocate and lawyer bring up citations by the district, there are
no consequences to change the district’s strategy or behavior. Stalling and waiting until we invoke
our lawyer seems to be the tactic the district uses frequently as a way to increase the cost and the
overall pain for the families, with little to no consequences for the district since they settle before
the hearing can expose the district’s infractions.
14. Daily check in.
15. One-on-one services.
16. The attention that LPS has given to my child has met and exceeded my expectations!
17. Teaching at the right level to help create confident learners. ‘Specials' where my child can take
extra time to do schoolwork or homework with the presence of a teacher from whom my student
can ask questions.
18. Emotional management.
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19. My child has grown in so many positive ways! I am more than happy with their progress! All areas
of the program based on my child’s needs have been wonderful!!
20. There are a broad variety of services available within the district. We think that this is helpful to
keep children mainstreamed in the classroom and able to attend their geo-coded school as
appropriate. The level of support from the child study teams has been impressive throughout the
various grades. The level of competence and engagement of the specialists is generally good.
21. We have had very high-quality special education teachers. It is clear that Lexington tries to recruit
quality special education teachers to deter parents from seeking private placement. My child
would not have been able to survive at school without their resource room teacher.
22. Please continue to invest in such programs. We are big fans of our district-wide program. The
counselors are seasoned professionals and take care of our child very well.
23. The district has dismissed our concerns about my child’s specific learning disabilities and has
ignored our requests for a particular focus and approach. Our child is ill-prepared for tests and
quizzes despite doing all class work.
24. Specialized school programs.
25. The willingness to think about what would be best for our child's education, and to include us in
all the decision-making.
26. My child attends LHS and works with a resource center advisor. This person has been a real
advocate and champion for my child and has been instrumental in the progress my child has made
at LHS.
27. Extra support at the middle school level.
28. The professionalism of the middle school staff. They work hard to make sure the IEP goals and
directives are being followed and communicate well with parents and other staff.
29. I believe face-to-face individual language therapy treatment is the most effective for my child’s
development.
30. My child felt that SPED kids were socially stigmatized. Our student was severely bullied about
their SPED status, and so vehemently denied it in front of other kids. Therefore, they had to avoid
being seen entering or leaving SPED classes. Our child spent many hours hiding in school, became
traumatized and suicidal, and begged to be removed from SPED services. Since we did not see
proof that these services were helping, we acquiesced and withdrew. We asked for services
outside school hours and were denied. So I would say no aspects of special education are effective
for our child, whose disabilities are currently unsupported.
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31. The experience and professionalism of the teachers who identified the issues and the ones who
work with my child since elementary school are incredible. So the aspects that are most effective
are the people in the roles to help.
32. One-on-one support block--a check-in with a teacher who is managing our child’s progress and
setbacks closely, and keeping them on track.
33. Time in resource room.
34. Inclusion.
35. Accommodations for disabilities.
36. Considering a holistic approach to my child’s development: cognitive, social and emotional.
37. Remembering that the “I” in IEP stands for INDIVIDUAL.
38. NONE. The Lexington school system is not built for a child with a disability. It is only built and
geared to serve children who are straight A students without any need for assistance.
39. Small-group instruction focusing on the weakness.
40. My child needs support and is able to be successful thanks to the plan. Individual support
combined with a partnership with our child’s teachers has been a key to our student’s success.
41. Substantially separate classroom for intensive support and one-to-one staff that my child needs.
42. The BCBA/behavioral support has been wonderful for our child. In general, I think the district
could broadly benefit from more behavioral support in the schools and training for the gen-ed
staff on basic behavioral strategies.
43. Lexington has not been afraid to put resources behind special education, and for that we're
unbelievably grateful. We are very lucky to have so many resources: caring, well-trained teachers
with low ratios; aides; and extra specialists and supports like ACC and assistive tech. I've never
doubted Lexington's commitment to special education--I just think we need to rethink the best
approach to deploy those resources.
44. My child's receptivity to learning the material or tools to access the material is based on the
quality of the relationship with the service provider. If the relationship is founded on trust and
RESPECT, my child feels calmer and more receptive to process the information delivered. When
my child is not attending to a task or focusing, letting them know specifically what help can look
like takes my child from a sense of shame and feeling bad and/or being perfectionist, to a mindset
of doing their best and that the teachers are there to support them to get to the next level.
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45. Academic pull-outs on an individual basis.
46. Most of the accommodations my child receives are seamlessly integrated into the classroom. The
teachers seem to be giving all children the general good practices that my child receives.
47. Guided learning in middle school has been a terrific fit. Although I don’t have a relationship with
the teachers now, my child seems to have a really good understanding of what is expected and the
teachers do an excellent job of simplifying the workload.
48. Support.
49. Programs and services that address my child’s needs.
50. Support around personal life and classes. Place to go when needed.
51. Access to specialists, appropriate support in the classroom, and caring teachers.
52. A team approach where every teacher is aware of my child’s IEP.
53. School counselor is fantastic.
54. The support team.
55. In my child’s case, limitations that apply to the 504 plan are primarily physical accommodations. In
addition my child requires a great deal of medical attention due to very frequent medical
treatments outside of school. The school has ways to accommodate my child’s physical limitations.
I feel I have received the attention needed from the staff at the school.
56. One-to-one support through the day; speech/PT/OT sessions; great teachers and support staff.
57. At this point, since we have not gotten what is needed (1:1 support) it is difficult for me to answer
this question. I just know that when teachers have been able to give my child 1:1 support my
student is able to produce expected work.
58. The proper placement where my child can learn and grow.
59. My child needed a helpful, understanding teacher. Now my student has a social worker and feels
comfortable. My child is in ELL and doesn’t feel comfortable speaking in English. In elementary
school ELL worked very well and the staff taught my child other subjects as well. But in middle
school my child had an ELL teacher who does not help with other subjects. I think many ELL
students need more support with other subjects too, as well as a chance to talk to a social worker
about how they are feeling. I have heard many opinions similar to mine.
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60. I don't believe special education is effective in my district. My child's recent neuropsychological
tests show that their needs are not being met by the school, with regressions in reading or
writing.
61. LHS teachers and staff have been very supportive of my child’s needs. They have communicated
genuine interest and caring.
62. Can't tell. The program isn't that hands-on.
63. I think the one-on-one attention is good. My child seems happy to go to school.
64. One-on-one time with support professionals/teachers/therapists, and a proactive approach with
managing developmental needs (not waiting until problems arise).
65. We went out of district.
66. Being placed out of district. We finally have professional and qualified staff that make our child's
needs their first priority.
67. Constant feedback; strong communication between SPED and gen-ed teachers on student's team.
68. Don't know.
69. Services will not meet my child’s needs, so we have an out of district placement.
70. Small group pull-out instruction.
71. Child can be in an integrated classroom.
72. Some of the accommodations that do not require teachers to monitor them or make extra effort,
e.g. extended time for tests, work well for my child.
73. I am happy that the district is very approachable towards giving my child additional services as
and when needed, but I don't necessarily feel that the implementation is up to expectation. It is
great to have loving and well-meaning teachers and professionals.
74. I think the school does an excellent job integrating my child into a regular ed classroom with the
assistance from an aide. The entire team makes our family feel like they care about our child, and
they are always thinking of creative ways to help. Frequent check-in meetings keep us wellinformed about my child’s progress, and everyone is always responsive to any questions or
concerns.
75. I would definitely be open to having a discussion about the lack of response I have received from
LPS on many occasions.
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76. My child needs a small amount of support from a counselor now and again, so good counseling
services are a must.
77. Reading specialists; smaller group for math work; assisted technology options.
78. My child has been on an IEP throughout the years in Lexington Public Schools and I am indebted
to the many dedicated individuals who have made a positive difference. Although it took some
time to get them incorporated into the IEP, communication and socio/emotional goals have been
so important to how my child approaches school and social interactions, and have boosted selfconfidence in navigating different situations. Please note that this is not to be dismissive of
academic goals and the role of resource support. They have been crucial as well, but the
communication and socio/emotional goals and support were the missing foundational elements
to my child's plan for a number of years. Their inclusion was a breakthrough of sorts.
79. Small group sizes ensure that my child receives personal attention to thrive and grow.
80. I can’t speak to services at the district level, but at my child’s school, I find it extraordinary that the
team is constantly gathering data and adjusting how they respond to my child when they find
techniques that either work or don’t. There is no one-size-fits-all attitude. They are serious about
giving each child what they need. But based on what I’ve seen first-hand at another school, and
heard from other parents, this isn’t always the norm (although it should be).
81. I just started this year so I cannot say yet.
82. The special ed program at my child’s school is very good. Even though my child is not in a
specialized program at the school, they have access to the services as needed. Also, the special ed
team has worked with everyone at the school to help them identify when a child might need
intervention. When the cafeteria workers, recess aides and janitors are all on the lookout, you
know the school has your child’s back.
83. A dedicated resource teacher who can coordinate with other teachers who might not otherwise
speak about my child.
84. The team approach to my child’s progress. There is consistency in routine and in who is working
with my child day to day.
85. Social and behavioral services along with academic support.
86. Behavioral supports have been effective.
87. Effective teaching methods for mid-functioning kids. But mid-functioning kids do not get access to
a reading or math specialist.
88. None. Out of district placement; self pay.
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89. We have been in special education for years. We have experienced highs and lows, great teachers,
and teachers who were not quite as strong. In general, our strong teachers have been caring
individuals and ready to tackle issues and work collaboratively. These are the best resources for
our students and our community.
90. It was very apparent how much all of the people who evaluated our child cared about our
student’s development.
91. At the elementary level, my child received excellent support and progressed very well. But the
transition to middle school was disastrous, with services being ignored and no communication
from the staff.
92. Consistency, working with the same staff year after year.
93. The relationship my child has with the staff, and their consistency over the years.
94. My child is not in LPS, but when our child was here, the staff was very caring and wanted them to
be included with the regular kids whenever possible.
95. Keeping an eye on my child and allowing extra time for exams and homework are helpful.
96. The individualized time spent with my child has been crucial in my student’s development.
97. One-on-one with the teacher works for my child.
98. The guided learning program is wonderful. What a gem.
99. The LHS support teacher is supportive and helps my child access the curriculum. The math
supports seem to help develop foundational math skills and confidence at the high school.
100. I have always felt my child has been very much cared for by the staff and enjoys going to school.
My child gets the needed level of support from qualified teachers and therapists
101. Small support classes; instructional aide.
102. Speech therapy and occupational therapy.
103. Based on my experience, everyone truly cares for the well-being and success of the child. The
staff at the high school is incredibly receptive and provides accommodations so my child feels
comfortable. This really takes away the shame and stigma associated with disabilities.
104. The most effective aspect of special education for my child’s development is that the information
interchanged among the parents, outside specialists, teachers, special education staff and school
specialists is always considered in the IEP.
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105. Pullouts for individualized services as well as tailored in-class supports.
106. Giving enough support and accommodations while keeping high expectations to the student to
help the child reach their potential.
107. The most effective part for my child has been the small group social dynamic sessions. My child
feels comforted that friends are also in the group, so my student does not feel singled out, and
can see other children’s progress as well as their own. The group setting is very important.
108. I don't think Lexington has the supports in place to handle high-functioning autism spectrum
disorder kids in middle school. The choices are to pull them into a program with an aide, or to
have them in the general population and cross our fingers. These kids need softer support like
lunch groups, counseling and a teacher buddy. The programs were not effective and children get
depressed.
109. Personnel who are well trained in proven strategies.
110. My child who receives IEP services gets all kinds of support from the school! I wish the school
had more for my other child, who is on a 504 plan.
111. So far, I am not able to say anything. Services for one child are incredible but our other child’s
academic services for the past three years have been inadequate.
112. The district-wide program has been transformative for my child. The in-class help, behavioral
support, OT and speech and language team are wonderful!
113. The expertise of all the individuals developing the plan. The plan was 99% developed by the team
and was thorough, comprehensive and covered all bases.
114. Language development and behavioral strategies.
115. One-on-one time outside the classroom.
116. One-on-one.
117. The structure of the IEP is effective: strategic focus on issues, bite-sized goals and follow-up.
118. In general the 504 plan has been implemented, but I have to remind teachers of my child’s
accommodations. They were given a Study Hall this year, which I feel was a bit short-sighted for a
student with executive function issues. If I’m not consistent, I think the accommodations would
be overlooked.
119. None
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120. It’s the people. We have been so fortunate to have gifted teachers and specialists. They really
KNOW my child. But I’m afraid that this model falls apart in Middle School and High School.
121. Lightening my child’s load at school.
122. Guided learning.
123. Time with social worker.
124. LPS really “gets” how to teach high-functioning kids on the autism spectrum. We also appreciate
the support of the counseling and social worker staff.
125. The individual attention and responsiveness of the staff.
126. The length of the school day and specialists available.
127. Last year, my late elementary child's classroom teacher did not use the adaptive technology
required for my student to participate in class. The teacher said it was my child’s responsibility to
advocate for use of the technology, but my student felt stigmatized. Teachers in earlier grades did
use the technology, and it is being used now that my child is in middle school.
128. Working closely with the classroom/general education teachers. The difficulties are often not in
responding to made-up scenarios during special sessions, but in everyday activities in and
outside the classroom.
129. We have a great primary support teacher. I rely on their partnership.
130. None. They hindered my child’s learning to the point where my child hated school, had tantrums
every day, and believed they couldn’t do the work. All the staff could say to us was hire a tutor,
read to my child every day, just keep at it, and that being bilingual wasn’t the way to go (I mean
come on). We did everything; they did NOTHING.
131. I appreciate the desire for a holistic approach. My child received classroom/academic services as
well as specialist services and support for anxiety.
132. I like the integration of special ed staff and general ed staff, and feel like both are working
together to help my children be successful.
133. Teachers are highly competent and responsive.
134. Our child has a resource block most days of the week in high school. This is extremely important
and has allowed our child to feel comfortable with academic requirements.
135. Our child’s district-wide program, with excellent personnel.
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136. Social and executive skills development, along with academic support
137. Collaboration so we are all working toward the same goals and reinforcing the same
themes/behaviors.
138. My child falls somewhere in the middle, in that our student does not belong in a substantially
separate classroom but has some challenges keeping up in a regular classroom. The opportunity
to participate in an inclusive classroom with an aide has probably been the most beneficial
aspect of the current special education setup.
139. Not sure.
140. The special education teachers and specialists are very caring and truly want to help my child.
They seem personally invested in my child's success and want to go the extra mile to help my
child succeed. I don't know if they get paid more than general education teachers, but they
should. Maybe there should be a special education teacher appreciation day.
141. Guided Learning is a resource that my child appreciates. This is general education support (my
student does not have an IEP), but I feel it is a bridge for similar kids who have a 504. The teacher
is very responsive and serves as an advocate for my child.
142. The caliber of special education staff and general classroom teachers. The partnership they have
to meet my child’s needs.
143. Effective process that is well implemented.
144. I'm not sure--having some dedicated and consistent teachers would be good.
145. My child has a language-based learning disability. Such disabilities are difficult at LHS because the
most heavily language-based classes, history and English, are not leveled freshman year, so a
student who is projected to attend a most selective college would be taking a class with my
student, who will attend a non-selective college. Having these two learners in one class does not
help either student; my student is not able to read the texts required and cannot keep up with
the amount of reading.
146. Inclusion.
147. n/a
148. Accommodation for my child’s unique needs to minimize handwriting.
149. The best thing the district did for my child was to realize that the high school program placement
they proposed was not appropriate for my child’s needs and agree to the private special
education placement.
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150. The preschool team was great.
151. Their services and the quality of teachers.
152. Assistance in the classroom.
153. Personal attention and caring. Being positive with my child and making them feel less "stupid" or
ashamed. Working on math and executive functioning skills via repetition in special services
blocks.
154. I like the specialized programs throughout the district.
155. Working together with all the providers and being heard. The sincere efforts placed in helping my
child succeed.
156. I believe that the staff all have the intention to provide FAPE and IEP services to best serve the
student. I do believe they care even if they don't always have the supervision or tools to follow
through.
157. Academic inclusion, especially differentiated instruction, has been excellent.
158. The in-class assistance provided by sped teachers or paraprofessionals.
159. LPS was not effective and does not have a strong understanding of PTSD and the behaviors and
anxiety they cause. I also think LPS would benefit from a Think Kids approach with all children.
160. We are currently not in LPS.
161. Social-emotional support and support within the mainstream classroom.
162. The one-on-one intervention is very effective with my child. Also, a non-pressure environment is
more productive because my child shuts down when overwhelmed. A small-size classroom, with
a small student-teacher ratio is one of the most effective aspects.
163. I think the most effective has been having a classroom teacher and special education teacher
that are kind and understanding of my child's academic AND social/emotional needs. This is an
overwhelming process for parents and children.
164. I have found the SEPTA very helpful in explaining parts of the process that were hard to
understand and in helping us understand our rights. Not sure what I would have done going into
the first IEP meeting had I not been to their presentation around "what to expect" and "your
rights.”
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165. Having the liaison/special educator who knows my child's goals is key and having them
understand their social and emotional needs (and not just their academic goals/challenges) is
VERY key. My child's support teacher in middle school was very supportive and mindful of the
whole child (academic plus social/emotional) and the teacher at LHS is all about academics and
not social/emotional (even though there is a goal around social/emotional). I see this as a real
missed opportunity.
166. Communication between schools to support my child has been good.
167. Dedication to doing right by Lexington's students, at least as they see it. Professionals are
dedicated to the students, even if misguided at times.
168. Good communication and feedback from teachers in elementary school, as well as the counselor
in middle school.
169. The one-on-one instructional aide and special education teacher. I usually have to check in
quarterly; otherwise I don’t get updates.
170. Inclusion in class.
171. I have been happy with the services my child has received. I do feel that some kids with learning
disabilities, especially boys, are inappropriately placed on an IEP. My child (and potentially
others) loses focus when things get difficult, not because they cannot help it, but because things
get hard and they avoid it.
172. The resource blocks provide down time for our child in a chaotic school environment.
173. Skilled teachers and specialists.
174. Collaboration between Gen Ed and SPED teachers
175. Effective professional development for teachers and adequate planning time for Professional
Development and curriculum modifications.
176. My child is in the right program; just what my student needs.
177. The personal, caring touch of the special education staff has been very helpful in making my child
feel comfortable to take academic risks and feel more confident.
178. Executive Functioning support.
179. Specific accommodations, such as establishing peer groups and carefully selecting working
groups, have helped our struggling student turn a difficult subject into an enjoyable one.
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However, we are still waiting to see if the student is excelling in the subject or if it just a selfesteem boost.
180. The ease of obtaining specialized services is excellent. Please continue providing additional help
as a child's needs arise.
181. Every special ed child has unique needs, and I believe the dedicated program my child
participates in at Lexington High School is especially suited to addressing the situations of
individual students. It is very well thought-out and organized.
182. I think providing an inclusive (non-segregated) environment is the most important thing for my
child.
183. A scholastic approach in providing services to my child is the most effective thing. It includes oneon-one services, services in a group with other kids, and a regular class where my child
communicates, works, and plays with other kids. Also, it is important that my child has the same
teachers for a few years in a row (with little changes). It does contribute to our child’s progress.
184. Support for our child in the classroom so that our student is able to work through their stress and
have remedies available when escalating. Support blocks so that our child can discuss how they
are doing with a team member. The staff often help our child refocus and try new strategies to
cope with stress and compulsions. There is no harshness or judgment, just support and
encouragement.
185. Overall satisfied.
186. None. It has been a never-ending stream of chaos, with changing guidance office contacts,
changing special ed teacher, etc. We asked over and over last year for a different placement as
our child was spiraling into deeper and deeper depression for other supports. Instead our child
had a truly horrible year and was utterly lost at school. The district delayed delayed delayed over
and over again without recommending a placement that would support their needs.
187. There is a real gender gap at LHS around anxiety and depression. The young men are not being
served at all; they are viewed as sullen adolescents and not at-risk teens.
188. Very willing to give support (i.e. I didn't have to fight for it) and to be accountable for my child’s
plan.
189. I think having a wealth of services offered to us in Lexington public schools is amazing! I think
there is a larger picture here that needs to be reviewed for schools in general. With so many
children struggling with learning disabilities could it have something to do with:
1) The level at which we are expecting these children to perform. At some schools the kids are
expected to read at a 2nd grade level where in Lexington they are expected to perform at several
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grades higher...this is what I've heard time and time again. Very high expectations of these kids.
Could this be contributing to the increase of children on IEPs/504s?
2) Personally, we have heard, even from high school kids, that sitting in a classroom and learning
doesn't interest them. They want to be up and moving, working in teams, etc. The idea of this
project-based learning initiative is something that I believe would help many of these children
that are unable to focus, or struggle with their behavior, etc. Being able to get up and move
around, in a larger environment than their tiny classrooms, working collaboratively and using
trial/error/experimentation/etc. to learn will not only promote team work, lead to less isolation
or feeling of lack of their capabilities as each team member/child will bring to the table their own
skills, thoughts, and voice!
190. My child is on a behavioral IEP and has been since kindergarten. Specialist services were added
when it was shown that my student needed that. My child’s behavior has improved a great deal
since being on this program.
191. One-to-one special ed services both in and out of the classroom. Counseling support.
192. Social group, one-on-one time with a counselor and aides in the classroom who can provide
personalized assistance throughout the day.
193. The whole team works together to help my kid. They are always very helpful and committed to my
kid’s case. They are also in contact with our private service providers to follow up with my child’s
case
194. My child has only received IEP services for a couple of months so it's hard to say. The one-on-one
support my child receives for math has been extremely valuable. It's already helping confidence in
school.
195. Communication between Gen. Ed and Special Ed. when providing services and progress for
students. Better communication for staff/guidance when students move up between grades.
There should be in an intake process.
196. Having one-on-one help.
197. Counselor is very helpful.
198. Right now I am not sure what is effective. We have tried to engage the teacher with my child’s
outside aides to collaborate and have found the process difficult.
199. My child had an outside Neuro Psych that showed they had a learning disability. It took months
for testing in Lexington, which meant that the 504 was written a FULL SCHOOL YEAR after I came
with paperwork to the school.
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200. The individual team members are the most valuable asset of the district. I sense that they truly
care about my child's development.
201. I think my child benefits from the push-in services provided by special education support staff as
well as the opportunity to access additional supports during WIN blocks.
202. 504 plan based on kid’s needs.
203. I love the way the staff is organized in a way to help analyze what the child needs from these
programs. The school where we relocated from didn't have this.
204. SO after nothing
205. The teachers are very caring and share feedback often about my child. The IEP meeting feels like a
collaboration.
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What are one or two changes to special education that could be
made to better meet the needs of your child?
(Question 11)
1. The very most important thing that I think should change is the attitudes amongst staff regarding
parental involvement and participation in special education. Parental participation is one of the
most important aspects of IDEA, yet parents continue to feel that their opinions and viewpoints
don’t matter at team meetings. Further, the IEP is a legally binding contract between the parent
and school district, not just a document of suggestions that staff might take into consideration at
some point. There have been numerous occasions where the IEP has been blatantly not followed
and staff do not appear to be troubled by this fact at all. My conversations with both staff and
special education administrators over the years have revealed an inexcusable lack of knowledge
about the IEP process and the law—it is negligent for the special education department to
continue to allow IEP teams to be run and operate in such a way that basic laws and regulations
are not being followed. The real people who lose in this equation are the kids. Training of all staff
and administrators in the IEP process should occur immediately and would be an excellent idea for
professional development. I also get a very clear sense that staff operate independently from
administration and that administrators have no real control over what happens. I wish that staff
could be incentivized to improve parent satisfaction. Instead, I often feel that they are acting in
ways that don’t make sense and are not in the best interest of kids and I am not sure why. I would
love for LPS to institute an IEP meeting policy where teams first focus on what’s going well instead
of focusing on deficiencies—using a strengths-based lens to design individual programs and
services and accommodations would do wonders to improving team dynamics. I also wish that it
was easier to access services and supports that exist in-district but may be outside of a program.
“Programmatizing” kids serves no one well. I have yet to meet a child that fits squarely in a box
that the district has designed.
2. Communication between home and school, and teachers that understand that parents are equal
members of their child’s team.
3. All teachers must read carefully and adhere specifically to the IEP. It is not solely the onus of the
student to implement the IEP accommodations under an authoritarian figure like a teacher.
Teachers should be teaching with every intention of understanding and assisting a student’s IEP
goals, not just ignoring them or assuming that is the job of resource staff and the student.
4. On-line publication of all full-year syllabi, including assignments and evaluations in advance.
5. Central coordination, accountability and administration of services.
6. Rethinking scheduling. Children with dyslexia tend to love and excel at social studies. It is
unfortunate that this is when they tend to be pulled out. Embedded Orton-Gillingham-trained
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staff in certain classrooms. Other districts are doing this. This way children could be using skills
throughout the day more effectively--in all reading and writing as well as in math, which is so
language-based
7. The administration should spend less time stonewalling and focus more on serving the student's
needs. The presumption by administration of an adversarial approach to the development of
appropriate Special Ed supports not only poisons the proceedings but makes it less likely for the
student's support to be delivered effectively. It seems an ineffective and corrosive cycle. In the
absence of school personnel proactively identifying and offering supports needed, parents are left
with the responsibility of researching and advocating for the student, which then leads the school
to dismissing them as "those parents". The Special Ed department and the general education
department should learn to coordinate more effectively. Right now they live on islands by and
large and this places the burden of coordination on the student and/or the parents.
8. A few more updates.
9. Teachers taking more of an active role understanding the needs of the child and partnering with
the expert.
10. We had to get outside evaluations of our children to get a specific diagnosis and to identify the
specific areas of need. It is frustrating to be told that your child is smart and doing well when
there are clear areas where they need additional support.
11. More executive function coaching.
12. More communication if my child is not doing what is expected of them or if they are not doing
well in certain classes, and what I can do to help my student.
13. Early intervention for dyslexia. Our child was completely missed at the stages when they should
have received intensive Orton-Gillingham or Wilson. Our child did not get any severely needed
services until well past the time they should have.
14. Transition from middle school to high school was not managed appropriately, resulting in much
lower grades and behavioral issues starting in high school. Contrary to what we believed our child
needed and over our strong objections, our child’s resource room support was completely
removed in middle school, which caused much of the issues at LHS. Our child is still trying to make
up for the deficits this caused.
15. The first change is to train general education staff to understand that the IEP is not a suggestion
but a legal document. There also needs to be a complete cultural shift on what is supposed to be
happening at school. The second change is that special education teachers need more power. If
they ask a general education teacher to follow an IEP and the teacher would rather not, it
becomes a hassle to get the IEP implemented.
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16. Focus on each child’s specific learning disabilities and create an appropriate plan that helps them
be successful. Specifically, our child’s learning disability limits their ability to follow written
instructions clearly. Preparation for quizzes and tests need extra care but are not being addressed.
17. High school is not able to support students that work at a slower pace or need more time. It
shouldn’t be that way
18. Nothing, except to make LHS much smaller. Not going to happen any time soon!
19. None come to mind.
20. The elementary school scenario needs revamping. It is very hard for classroom teachers to stay on
top of IEP goals while managing the needs of 25 other children.
21. Special Ed in Lexington is too rigid. There are specific programs targeted for specific disabilities
and it is impossible to go outside of these boundaries when a child has differing needs or needs a
hybrid of services. I feel my child has suffered and is not meeting their full potential, academically
or socially, because of this. The policy of not allowing parents to find out about special ed
programs other than the one their child is currently in is ridiculous and must be stopped. As
parents, we have a very good understanding of what our child needs and we should to be able to
find out about the other programs the district offers if we think one of them might be a better fit.
Being able to get detailed information before an IEP meeting is critical. We were told that "The
Team" must recommend a placement before we are able to talk to the administrator in charge of
a program. The administration must remember that parents are also members of "The Team" and
should have the right to gather information as needed. This goes back to my comment above
about the structure of the Special Ed program being too rigid.
22. I think elementary children need to work more on academic writing.
23. If parents could access SPED teachers more than one hour per year, it would be helpful. Especially
if that time could exist outside the very toxic framework of the annual IEP meeting, perhaps
parents could get help understanding staff perspective and could build partnerships with staff.
Also, SPED administrators should be less adversarial.
24. Can't think of anything.
25. Dedicated program teachers clearly have too heavy of a case load. Ours is unable to follow/fully
support my child and tactics used have been unsuccessful. My child is still failing a class and no
one is able to help support my student in this class, which goes too fast for their ability despite my
multiple attempts to ask for needed accommodations to be made.
26. No suggestions to improve special ed for my child.
27. More wrap-around support in the classroom.
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28. Better training and support for the general education teachers so they can better understand the
challenges of the special education students.
29. Would like to be able to observe how my child is socializing or learning. I understand that privacy
is a main concern, but it would be helpful to see some of the teaching methods that the school is
using in a dedicated program classroom.
30. More info about the process that occurs beyond the school (e.g. district) for 504 plans.
31. Planning ahead for third party accommodations such as SAT, ACT etc.
32. Sincerely looking at my child’s needs as an individual and NOT forcing to fit my child in program
that is not a good fit—whether in-district or out of district. More understanding and compassion
when a placement becomes inappropriate and more timely response to a change in placement.
33. The school does not want to do anything that costs them money. I understand that they get a
certain amount of money per child in the district and when a child does not need assistance or
services they can then direct that money towards a child who does. I also get that there are
children who require one-on-one constant assistance/supervision and that costs a lot, but my
child is able to be in a normal classroom and just needs someone there to make sure that the
teacher is not going too fast or explaining things in a way that don't compute for someone with
my student’s disability.. I feel that I have to fight for everything my child needs and I am worn out.
34. I have fought to have my student in the CP1 classes for as many subjects as I could in order to
keep them out of the CP2 classes that often have high percentages of children with disabilities. I
want children to be mainstreamed, but they should not be all packed into the CP2 classes. The
children in CP2 classes that are not in a program are there because they struggle for some other
reason and to have such large percentages of students with disabilities in the class is
counterproductive to other children. I understand that this is a balancing act, but it is just not
equitable.
35. For elementary children with dyslexia, focus on writing as well as reading, and on math
challenges. Similar tools are available. They teach that way in other districts, but not in Lexington.
36. At the end of the day many of the services also depend on how passionate and capable the
educator is. Hit or miss. Not only focus on the learning disability, also make sure the child is
socially connected. These children are exposed and vulnerable. Make them feel welcome and
included.
37. I do find that sometimes people don't feel like they can be direct because of various reasons.
More open communication would be helpful.
38. The LABBB Program at Lexington High School should have an ABA program in all classrooms.
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39. It would be helpful if the Special Education evaluation team that reviews information from outside
medical professionals heeded the advice and determinations of said professionals. The Special
Education team disagreed with my child’s diagnosis and the course of action that was taken did
not take it into account.
40. More inclusion. More specifically, I think the program-based model in many cases has morphed
into an exclusionary model where inclusion is an afterthought and often not compatible with how
the program has been set up. There needs to be a mindset change, driven from the top, that all
children should be educated in the general education setting. And if they cannot, how to get them
back into their gen-ed classroom should be the first topic at every IEP meeting. Even if special
education teachers are on board, a more inclusive model won't work without gen-ed teachers
taking ownership of the special education students in their class, and the specialized therapists
(OT/PT/Speech/etc.) embracing push-in therapies as the first option, with pull-outs used only after
push-ins have failed.
41. One change is listening to parents and their concerns, especially in the areas of social/emotional
development. Too much emphasis is placed on behavior management instead of understanding
the underlying social emotional issues. Second, there seems to be a separation between the
teachers, special educators/support staff, the administration and the special education
administration, where ideas and concerns are not shared because of concerns for their career. I
have had conversations with teachers and special education staff that were "off the record" per
the staff’s apprehension to bring up issues with a child with other departments, let alone in an IEP
meeting. The district needs to collaborate better with parents and all areas of the delivery service
personnel. How much sooner would my child's needs have been raised if their teacher had felt
free to speak up in IEP meetings instead of putting the burden on the parents to advocate?
42. Guidance counselors who don't just "give up" on a student but continue to educate themselves on
effective ways to help students with ADHD.
43. Better metrics for progress.
44. Make it easier to adjust the IEP as needed without formal meetings.
45. None
46. Introduce co-teaching in the district and create general ed classes with multiple levels in middle
school.
47. We find it disappointing that sixth grade had only one level of math. Why?
48. Find ways to allow IEPs to be "individual" education plans. If your child does not fit into a program
already in existence in Lexington, there is little energy for creativity in how best to educate the
student without sending the child out of district.
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49. In many ways the middle school culture seems to discourage parent involvement. For parents like
me who don’t want to be an annoyance to the staff or teachers, it’s a bit intimidating to reach out.
I would find it personally very reassuring to receive quarterly updates from a guidance counselor
or teacher on how my child is doing in general so that I can know if I need to support my student
better at home. I know that the staff is busy working with the kids and that’s the most important
part. To help with communication, perhaps a very brief form letter with main points of
concern/strengths checked off. Or a letter at the beginning of the year identifying that the team is
aware of your child’s needs and will work with the child to address them and contact the parents
should any concerns arise.
50. Confirmation on status updates and support was not there.
51. Better communication among all members of the team. Quite often we would attend meetings
that seemed like the entire team had met prior to meeting with us and they had already
formulated a plan for how to proceed that did not take into account our thoughts or ideas. We
also felt that the team did not have an adequate understanding of our child and their needs, and
thus the decisions were ill-informed. It was a very unpleasant process and we ultimately needed
to hire an advocate for our child.
52. Easier to obtain. It took three years for my child to receive the necessary support.
53. After-school options and support in elementary school.
54. More testing options or better awareness of testing that can be offered by the school district.
55. I feel that the teacher doesn't do what the 504 plan says and blames my child for being stubborn
even though the disability is the problem. I am afraid that if I push further the teacher will take it
out on my child.
56. None
57. I am pleased with my child’s care in elementary school but was less pleased with our public
preschool experience .While the care was good in public preschool, the communication and
understanding of our rights was not clear.
58. More focus on inclusion time can be helpful.
59. School refusal and chronic tardiness are huge indicators of academic problems. Don't dismiss
them as home issues. I cannot say this strongly enough.
60. Consider having students repeat a year in elementary school if they are not making progress.
Having an extra year to grow academically and developmentally could really help these students.
It would have been a game changer for my child.
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61. I would like the school to be less rigid in their approach to my child's needs. The idea of pulling a
student out of a course they very much enjoy, like science or social studies, to perform extra
reading or decoding is absurd. As predicted, my child felt punished and was curious as to why they
couldn't attend the courses they enjoy.
62. Offering to meet with the child five times a week instead of three times a week on the surface
looks like a leap towards improvement. However, if my child has been meeting with a specialist
three times a week and is now showing a decline in reading and writing performance, I'm not sure
how adding two extra meeting times will improve.
63. The timing of 504 meetings could be improved a bit AND this is not a huge concern on our part.
64. Timeline of paperwork. It took an extremely long time for the turnaround from the IEP meeting
date and the time it went through the mail.
65. The reports should be specific instead of perfunctory. There should be more meeting flexibility
instead of just issuing a date and time and expecting busy parents to rearrange everything to
accommodate staff dictates.
66. My child is not doing well in terms of age-appropriate social interactions. I wish there were some
active steps taken in that respect.
67. What would work is to have regular check-in calls with the SPED team.
68. It’s hard to tell what’s working. My child needs a plan that is coordinated with home and needs
more supervision.
69. I am completely satisfied with how my child is supported.
70. Training teachers and guidance staff to better understand the emotional complexities and needs
of twice-exceptional students.
71. In-district (not itinerant) deaf/hard of hearing expert
72. Stop the harassment of parents and private school staff.
73. Looping in all team members in middle school.
74. None
75. I believe my child may be high-functioning with a speech/language disorder and I would like to be
able to find this out through the school evaluation.
76. Small group math instruction as well as literacy.
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77. Orton-Gillingham program.
78. Orton-Gillingham program individualized for my child.
79. Hiring specialists to provide evidence-based interventions, such as Orton-Gillingham, for
speech/language disorder learners. The district needs to restructure the interventions used for
SLD. The research shows that RTI is unsuccessful to meet the needs of dyslexic learners. These
children are a grade to two grades behind their peers.
80. I think the counselors may be too overwhelmed with the number of children they support. More
counselors are needed to effectively support all children, including my child and other children
with 504s or IEPs. I think the counselors need to be more proactive and not leave my child to
"self-advocate.”. The counselors should review the progress and grades of each child with a 504 or
IEP each month for the first 3 months of each grade, and perhaps every quarter thereafter. They
should identify patterns and areas that show help is required and reach out to the child and
teachers, and come up with solutions to help the child "fix" or "deal effectively" with the problem.
Every child should reach their potential and not be disadvantaged by learning disabilities that
could potentially be "fixed.” Just because a child is getting As and Bs doesn't mean the student is
okay and no monitoring is required. For example, if a child has the potential to get As but cannot
process certain teaching styles or adapt to a particular method of testing (e.g. multiple choice)
due to learning disabilities that have already been identified under a 504, then the child needs
help.
81. Co-teaching model with full meaningful/purposeful inclusion would be great for my child. My
child thrives on mimicking other children and loves people. I think my child will develop much
faster in a full inclusion environment.
82. My child often needs to do therapies that take time away from the curriculum. They are not
currently gaining equal access to education (as required by law). It would be essential for my
student to have equal access to education by having therapies performed outside the school
hours as much as possible. I truly believe my child would have developed even more if they had
more time in the classroom without being distracted by therapies, although they are essential for
gaining independence.
83. I honestly can’t think of anything I would change.
84. I would definitely be open to have a discussion about the lack of response I have received from
LPS.
85. I have a lot to say here, but don't feel I can do so without calling myself or the teacher out
(without using names) and so will skip for now.
86. None at this time.
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87. Giving classroom teachers the time and support to become familiar with IEP plans and how to
best implement accommodations. There has been unevenness in terms of awareness and effort
over the years. I recognize how many demands teachers have on their time and think they are not
given extra time to come up to speed on their students' IEP and 504 plans. IEP meetings tend to
start late and be hit-or-miss in terms of attendance, so it would be beneficial to improve that.
88. Completely understand that there is a push within the district to take kids off of IEP’s / 504 as they
advance in schooling. While I can appreciate that, when a child is in need of support there should
be support given. Especially when a child is in middle school and presenting with some serious
issues that can be addressed by a strong IEP versus a 504 for potentially a short period time to get
the child back on track. Again, the previous special ed coordinator for the middle school was not,
in my opinion, a good representative of how well Lexington can actually do with students that
need help. I have a high schooler as well and have had a completely different experience with the
special ed services as well as representatives in support. Even though my two children have
different diagnoses, they still are in need of the same level of support. I am not sure what’s
happening in Lexington but it is completely going downhill in terms of support being offered to
children that may not have severe needs but have support needs nonetheless.
89. It took us 5 years to get my child on an IEP (we started asking in elementary school and my child
finally got an in IEP in high school). When we got to the high school, the high school Special Ed
dept remarked "we can't believe your child didn't get an IEP in middle school". A special education
teacher told me my child would be in a much better place now if they had had my child earlier in
high school. That is very frustrating to hear, since we asked for an IEP several times at the middle
school and were denied and feel we only finally got the IEP due to my child’s stress-related mental
health issues. The guidance staff really picked up on that and supported us through the IEP
process. But that was obviously a terrible thing for my child to have to go through which could
have been avoided if they had gotten more help in middle school. Why did we have to go through
those 5 years of agony? It felt like it was only due to school politics and budget issues, not about
my child's needs. However, it's been a remarkable change and my child is really doing so much
better now thanks to the support they are getting at the high school. It's been life-changing for my
child. They clearly needed the support--Why didn't they get it earlier? Do you have to hire a
lawyer or have serious mental health concerns to get an IEP in Lexington? It feels like that is true.
90. Best practices should be shared between programs. There are multiple TLPs, but it’s clear that
parents are much happier with one of them. Also, some children in Special Ed have multiple issues
and would benefit if the teams at their schools could get insights from teams at other schools who
might have more experience with their secondary disability. Also, I feel that parents at some
schools are really angered when they learn that their children aren’t getting as high a level of
service as children at other schools. Educators should understand that parents know there is a
disparity and should look for opportunities to raise the bar district-wide.
91. Having someone who can help organize my child with his executive functioning issues.
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92. More sharing of tools that parents can use at home to work with children with learning disabilities
93. At the high school level, it would be helpful if resource room teachers had a meeting with parents
at the start of the year to go over accommodations and confirm all the child’s teachers are aware
of them and understand how to implement them. Self-advocacy is a great goal, but some kids on
IEPS might not know what their allowed accommodations are or have the skills to push for them if
the teachers are not providing them.
94. In LHS, my child does fine academically and feels supported by the resource teacher. However, I
have always been concerned throughout my child’s education that teachers and SPED staff help
my child to get through/ complete the assignments - but that doesn't always translate to learning
the study skills, exec function skills, reading and writing skills that my child will need to
compensate and be independently successful. I did not feel this way in elementary school - I felt
that my child’s teachers were more interested in teaching my child strategies that would help my
child in the long run rather than just helping my child complete assignments. (For example, I can
help or a teacher can help my child edit a paragraph and my child can get a good grade- but that
doesn't mean that my child has improved their ability to write.)
95. I would like to see reading services specifically for students with dyslexia and challenges in
phonemic awareness. Our child was supported by someone trained in OG in first grade but has
been transitioned to less appropriate support in second grade. We were also very disappointed
that this transition was not communicated to us - we had to find out when we spoke with my
child’s teacher - it was not made clear to us when we had the IEP meeting at the end of my child’s
year that the staff providing them services in the last few weeks of that grade would not continue
to work with my child in the following grade. It seems counterproductive to not provide
continuity of services with the same support personnel following students.
96. BCBA services both at school and home
97. We mourn the loss of the anchoring aspects of "regular" education curriculum.
98. Holding better expectations from mid-functioning kids will give better outcomes. Being more
collaborative with parents will help the parents to focus on the kids instead of juggling the battles
with school.
99. Listen to the parents when they present proof that there is a problem. Actually take the advice of
outside school evaluators.
100. 1) Special education needs to be more student- and delivery-focused and less special education
program focused. In many IEP meetings, we have asked for collaborative problem solving only to
be told "That's not how we do it" or "That is not available in this program." This occurred in this
year's meeting.
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2) Transition encompasses three pillars -- education/training, employment, and independent
living. In my child's current program, all three are addressed but with little variation from year to
year. For example, my child has had the same employment option for 12-18 months vs. having
internships and exploring different types of careers. My child has been shopping for and making
the same few meals vs. building up progressively, more complex skills. Each September, my child
seems to start the curriculum again with a new student or two vs. having the curriculum evolve
with their skills. While repetition is important for my child’s primary disability, there is little
progress seen because of lack of opportunity not ability.
3) I would like to see more opportunities for choice built into the post-graduate curriculum.
When a child graduates from HS and goes to college, they are given some choice. Yes, there are
core subjects required for the college degree but there is some aspect of choice in what a child
studies and electives. Unless enrolled in an ICE program that has extremely limited enrollment
numbers, students do not any have choice in their curriculum in most transition programs. They
do what the program does and maybe choose a recreational after school class. If they do not like
the program for any reason, there is not an opportunity to switch because enrollment timelines
are long, and openings few and far between.
4) It would be nice to see the district partner with local organizations to create micro-enterprise
opportunities for our students. For example, a coffee store in town, candy and tourist shop, or
some sort of light manufacturing. In addition to providing much needed job skills, it builds
awareness into the community of students and their abilities. Omar’s is one example, but every
time you look online you see more and more organizations doing this.
5) This year, Unified Sports has been a big success. It would be great to expand that program
past basketball to other similar offerings like track, swimming and even the arts. Perhaps a
Unified Chorus or Band -- even a pep band to allow more students to have this esteem building
experience.
101. I can’t say as this is new for us.
102. Communication
103. Following the plan
104. Not treating parents like they are a nuisance. Parent input in class placements. More input on
teacher placements.
105. For outplacement parents, it is always uncomfortable to question anything because we don't
want placement jeopardized. When we were in district, it was still difficult to question anything
because there was so much defensiveness. Why are they so dismissive of parents? They seem
to resent parent input or opinions. The IEP meetings are rushed and there is a lot of time wasted
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on reading reports. They seem to decide in advance what they want and then give the parents
an ultimatum to cooperate or else.
106. Making sure there is communication with parents on skills assessments as my child is on the
verge of going to High School.
107. My child has been very responsive to the process and the attention given to his needs has been
overwhelmingly helpful
108. Nothing as of yet
109. The transition from elementary to middle school on the 504 was not coordinated well. The
elementary coordinator did not understand the range of services. The communication around
electives and interventions could be so much clearer for parents and kids. The electives and
intervention should be listed it sets up kids to be disappointed when they sign up for electives
and have interventions. I’m happy to share more about this or ideas
110. 1) Look at all of the language curriculum through the eyes of a student with language-based
learning disabilities, dyslexia and then modify it so they can effectively access it.
2.) Teach structured phonics-based literacy skills in the early grades (k-2) with evidenced based
curriculum and decodable reading books. Get rid of “Balanced Literacy” and teaching Whole
Language curriculum to kids with reading challenges. Do not teach them to read with Fontis &
Pinnel’s Leveled Literacy or Reading Recovery.
111. If my child could learn with peers. I feel like efforts are being made in my child’s classroom to
improve on this but over the years my child has spent most of their time with adults.
112. Better trained IAs. While everyone is kind it seems more like my child is being babysat than
supported to reach goals.
113. Being more proactive when things are not working in regards to academics.
114. Better home/ school communication
115. A more holistic approach to including my child in the mainstream class. More one on one with
general ed teachers
116. None
117. 1) The schools refuse IEPs and additional services when they should not.
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2) The schools treat 'different' families (race, single, religion) differently. I have seen this several
times.
3) The schools use intimidation and threat of court (neglect) when the school has not exhausted
all their resources or when the parent is trying to work with them.
4) The schools treat emotional mental health issues as oppositional / defiant behavior and blame
the child.
5) The schools 'cover' themselves by being not-transparent; by drafting emails in such a way that
restate prior conversations;
6) The schools try to alleviate themselves from 'harder' cases by suggesting homeschooling or
virtual schooling to the families.
7) The schools use intimidation of parent and child by using officers, sometimes dressed and
sometimes more than one. Probation officer uses intimidating tone.
8) The schools do not partner with families and make them scared so they comply, but then have
stress at home under the fear of court. The family then never fully integrates into the school,
volunteers, or donates, or goes to functions, thereby decreasing the close fabric of the
community and resources that can be provided. On boards or FB groups, Lexington is sometimes
cited as difficult to work with for special education. Persons shamed by the schools seek to
move, thereby creating more turnover in student body.
9) In order to obtain the services that a child needs, a) a parent must spend almost full time on
advocating and then monitoring their child's special ed plan; b) a parent must endure the
district's insistence that a child be placed in repeated in-school placements before the school will
give the child what s/he needs, which is often out placement school. This strategy may be
economically cost efficient for Lexington, but is puts undue burden and pressure on families who
have to make their children jump through the required hoops. In the end, the child potentially is
adversely affected, and Lexington is required to pay for out of placement for more years than had
they supported the child earlier with out of placement.
118. I think there are problems with communication with the parents to answer FAQs and getting a
response to email at administration level just to even acknowledge that an email has been
received.
119. Sometime teachers need to be reminded that there is a 504 plan and it is not clear when it would
be the best time to do this so there is no awkward moment during a test when a child has to ask
for extra time and the teacher asking if they have a 504 before agreeing to the extension of time.
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120. The ideal is that the new IEP be implemented right at the beginning of the school year, and
revised in the middle of the school year.
121. In this case, the child should be evaluated at the end of every school year in order to set the basis
for the next school year IEP before the school starts.
122. A review of the IEP should happen in the middle of the school year to verify the results and
inform the parents about their child’s progress.
123. It takes a long time from the child’s evaluation to the implement of the IEP. For example, a child
evaluated in November, will start to receive the services and supports of the current IEP in
February or March, about three months for the end of the school year. The year is over and it’s
hard to see an expressive progress in the child’s development after the original evaluation.
124. We have been extremely happy with services to date as well as our interactions with the sped
department.
125. more support to carry over the skills learnt at the school to after school time and adapt to more
complex setting out of the school
126. Communication
127. Early identification and screening for common learning disabilities in all children could have
identified needs earlier. That would have led to better learning and not falling behind. Playing
“catchup” in learning isn’t ideal for a child.
128. While the long, written IEP plan is detailed and thorough, often at the end of the meetings I am
still confused about what exact services my child will receive. I know the school is trying hard, but
the chart that says things like 3x45 and then has an acronym after it is not clear to me. I need
something like:
129. Three times a week, for forty-five minutes each time, he will see a specialist for social skills class.
130. ASD kids should be given option of going to special needs school in middle school and beyond. Or
you should higher experts to reevaluate and revamp your program in middle school and beyond.
It seems that you may have a program in place for kids far on the spectrum but the program for
high functioning is ineffective and harmful to our kids.
131. My elementary school child has autism, so the IEP helps them in learning academically, behavior,
PT and daily base activities!
132. In elementary school, despite well-intentioned teachers and support staff, the services were not
well coordinated. There was no one looking over the entire day to see if the program was
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effective. My child was pulled in and out of class, often only getting 20-25 minutes of support
and then going back into class having missed most things.
133. Observations need to be done by the Lexington SPED program periodically to see if the services
outlined are actually being provided and more do they make sense in the course of a day.
134. Do NOT delay when kids are falling behind 1-2 years. You can never make up the skills one learns
in 2nd-5th grade.
135. Honestly, I can’t think of anything
136. Mix math with music so it be would catchy and easy to remember.
137. - Provide greater support for students with executive functioning needs and social emotional
needs.
- School needs to make sure that ALL staff (classroom teachers as well as specials teachers) are
familiar with and implementing the 504 plans and IEPs.
138. Timing of IEP meetings. You meet at the end of one school year to set goals for the next school
year and then you do not meet on the goals until the end of the year. During the end of the year
meeting you learn of ways you could have been helping your child throughout the year, but no
one bothers to tell you. If a check-in meeting happened at the beginning of the new school year,
that would be super helpful.
139. Executive functioning is my child’s biggest challenge, but their IEP plan really does not address
services for executive functioning skills other than organization and checking to ensure
homework is completed. For example, no one walks them through stuff like:
140. 1) My child needs help planning - learning to accomplish big projects, step by step. The what,
how, when, etc.
2) My child needs help developing good study habits (e.g. what, why and how to avoid
distractions and stay on track).
141. Changes in expectations. However, I appreciate the teachers have a lot of students to consider.
142. Teachers - really read the IEP and follow it! Really get to know my child. This isn’t a college
lecture hall.
143. Middle school and high school should learn from elementary schools on how to do SPED well.
Take outside, reputable evals seriously.
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144. A complete briefing of the team teachers AND the non-team teachers (why should the band and
art teacher be frustrated with my child just because they don't know they are on a plan?!)
145. Can't think of anything.
146. More attention to PE for kids on the autism spectrum, many of whom have fine and gross motor
delays. My child is in inclusion classrooms and does not qualify for adapted PE. However, my
child’s social disabilities prevent my child from effectively accessing the PE curriculum, much of
which is team-based.
147. N/A
148. Every teacher and staff need to know how important hearing aids are for children. It makes a big
difference.
149. - more communication about the specific incidents observed in school
- be more vigilant about bully (bully-like) behaviors targeting kids with special needs
150. There doesn’t seem to be follow through on all measures that Lexington said were needed for my
child. My child needed reading help for their phonetics issue so my child is on an IEP. BUT, I see no
504 plan has been implemented for all the special accommodations they said s/he should have. A
key piece seems to have fallen through the cracks and now that we have engaged an outside
professional we are just learning about how these things should have been implemented but were
not.
151. 1) Better accommodations in classrooms
2) Chance for the kids to stand or move during class if needed
152. That "typical boy" approach needs to be thrown away. If that boy needs help, then maybe they
should listen.
153. Our child was diagnosed with a language-based learning disability from private testing, and was
accepted to a private special education school. But, our child was only identified as having
difficulties in writing through school-based testing. This was extremely frustrating to us because
clearly my child was struggling in reading as well, and the school did not recognize this because
my child was “making progress” despite my child being a grade level behind their peers. It would
be terrific if dyslexia could be recognized in the testing process.
154. I would like access to reading and math specialists to help my child better develop those skills.
155. I would like to be sure gen ed classroom teachers are aware of all IEP issues for each student. A
tall order, I know, but also necessary.
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156. They are doing everything plus now
157. Having teams with kids who are not in IEP to teach social and executive skills practically
158. Better (more clear, more frequent) communication
159. I believe the set up of the ILP program at the middle school level should be changed. The
program is set up in a way that seems to punish the ILP kids. The children in this program work
so hard to overcome social challenges and they should not be torn away from their friends and
have to attend a different middle school.
160. Communication with teachers. It would be helpful if I could communicate directly with the
teachers and if guidance counselors could let teachers know on days my child is having a difficult
day.
161. There is terrible coordination and oversight of general education teachers implementing the IEP
and confusion as to who has the final authority on what the kid needs even though it is stated in
the IEP. There seems to be a resentment or resistance to following an IEP and giving my child
stated accommodations. Many of the teachers do not even understand the IEPs or why my child
needs these accommodations. Nor do they want to reach out to the resource room teacher to
clarify. When the teacher reaches out to them, there is a tendency to push back and complain
and resent the intrusion. Maybe there should be some training or something to help the regular
education teachers to understand that they are hurting children in real time by ignoring the IEP
or by following it incorrectly. It almost feels like bullying or shaming my child for having a
disability.
162. This is not special education specific, but it feels that some teachers do not follow the
accommodations in the 504. So, maybe there needs to be a better system in place to review
these expectations and/or give teachers the support they need to better understand these
accommodations and how to support students who struggle with executive functioning skills.
163. Have the children continue on with the same special ed educator annually. Seems counter
intuitive to base who they work with off of scheduling if a good working relationship is already
set up.
164. If your kids are high functioning in most areas but has significant challenges in one or two others,
they often forget to focus on the challenge areas.
165. Consistency, and more staff. For years I need to listen to stories from the IEP staff that they are
stretched too thin, working between two schools, etc. to have schedules that make sense, or any
consistency with the curriculum.
166. Develop a DLP program at the high school level.
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167. Even though my child’s disability is quite severe and renewing my child’s placement each year is
quite straightforward, I am angry that it was not a straightforward process to get my child there
in the first place. I wish the district did not put struggling, desperate families in the position of
having to hire an attorney just to get what our children need and are entitled to by law.
168. To not prolong the process of considering an outside placement for the kids who are suffering
and need it the most!
169. Can't improve as we left. I think the schools are too crowded to deal effectively with every child.
170. More inclusion time. Dedicated inclusion time at-least in preschool setup instead of focusing on
science projects.
171. Assisting my child in building their social skills and ability to interact with their peers at a more
age appropriate level.
172. The LCP program was used as a model for elementary school.
173. As previously. Mostly I feel very positive about SPED and their proactivity in alerting, testing, and
managing.
174. None
175. Social inclusion is critical at every stage of schooling. Outstanding in elementary, decent in
middle school, but truly lacking at the high school. If you want to keep more complex special
education students in district at the high school level you need to change the LHS environment to
be more flexible and setting a tone of inclusion from the top. This is not an easy task - but if
students are socially isolated even if they are academically included, they are not receiving FAPE.
At the secondary level, peer community is a critical component of learning.
176. More feedback from the teacher providing the sped services. When I ask about progress, the
teachers always respond, but I have to ask. I wish communication were more forthcoming, and
not limited to the twice per year progress report.
177. Create consistency across the district with handling common types of challenges. Give staff a
toolbox of things to try for certain types of behaviors/challenges. Right now they look like they
are making it up every time from the beginning, and that reflects poorly on the district. Different
schools come up with different approaches for same issues and it makes it look like
administration have zero control over implementation of services and accommodations. A child's
experience should look the same regardless of which school they attend, but as it stands now, it
would look quite different as building administration has the bulk of the control of what truly
happens in a child's day.
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178. Make SPED training mandatory for every staff member to at least train them on most common
disabilities, and how disabilities impact children's behavior. Increase SPED training for SPED staff.
179. Increase executive functioning support to children. Executive Functioning affects many children
across many disability types. Currently LPS has very little, scattered, and varied support in this
area.
180. Need specialized training in PTSD and a Think Kids training
181. We had an awful experience at our elementary school. The principal and counselors could not
manage the behavioral issues in my child's grade. When we met with the principal to discuss our
concerns, they rolled their eyes. It took two years, a different school placement and dedicated
staff before my child wasn't fearful of school. My husband and I should have sued the school
district. My child lost two years of learning.
182. Special educators, counselors, and school principals need to be held accountable for what takes
place on school grounds. LPS has always focused on MCAS scores and Ivy League College
admissions. All I ever expected was my child to feel safe at school.
183. The classroom teachers should be trained to deal with special education children, and, also,
should be aware about the child’s IEP content in other to address the student’s issue more
positively
184. I think the process is overwhelming for new parents - and just doing more to educate parents is
needed. It's overwhelming.
185. From one grade to the next, I did not know what guided learning meant and how my child would
fit all in the schedule.
186. More consideration of parental input and more consistent and frequent communication to
families
187. Targeted program to build Executive Function skills in my child.
188. In every assessment, it's always been said meeting new adults was overwhelming to my child,
but they have moved my child out of our neighborhood school to another district, which helped
them progress and build up confidence. I think they got a lot of support and developed trust
with a lot of adults. When my child got moved again I felt kind of worried all that work could back
fire. But my child has been doing great, and I hope no more moves.
189. A better explanation of different services as child moves from special ed support to resource
model. I still don’t understand what my support my child is getting.
190. Full time summer program
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191. So as my child moves on to middle and then High School, I am worried (and have friends who
have already gone through LHS or have children currently there) about the communication
between parents and educators once we leave Elementary School. From what I understand
there used to be a dyslexia (My child's learning issue) liaison for children and educators in LHS
(and Middle School) but that years ago it was done away with due to budgeting issues. While my
child is only in elementary school, I would love to see this communication issue rectified by the
time they are in 9th grade.
192. Longer time for IEP meetings, especially annual reviews when so many people are providing
input. Often these are budgeted for one block which is not sufficient time to review current
levels, discuss needs and draft a new document.
193. Better effort at creating a welcome and inclusive environment in each and every classroom. Gen
ed Faculty not educated on IEP’s goals, accommodations. Unrealistic and unfair to expect
students to always self-advocate to get needs met. My experience is that special ed staff spend a
lot of time advocating for their students and running interference with gen ed staff- time that
could be spent actually providing services to their students. Much training and self-reflection
needs to occur for gen ed staff to appear thoughtful, concerned and caring towards students
with disabilities.
194. Not sure yet as my child is still young and so far the services have been outstanding
195. 1) Better training of general teachers
2) Better, pro-active follow-up from the Special Ed staff (I shouldn't have to keep asking "how is
my child doing"? That should be actively fed back to me).
196. I think more frequent meetings between staff and parents would be helpful. Just checking in at
the beginning or end of the year, doesn't feel like enough check-ins. Who is otherwise checking
in mid-year to make sure that appropriate accommodations and progress is being made? It is not
enough to write down the accommodations but to ensure that the individual student is actually
progressing towards their best self or otherwise improving in areas that are needing the
accommodation.
197. The use of specialized programs (DLP, TLP, ILP) should be dropped and the town should focus on
keeping kids included within their school system, communities and classrooms prioritized. The
current redistricting process has focused on maintaining neighborhood cohesion through the
removal of buffer zones. The same high priority of keeping typical kids together should be
applied to their disabled neighbors.
198. I would like to see somewhat better communication between teachers and the special education
staff to avoid end-of-term surprises.
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199. I think reducing the number of district-wide, pull-out oriented programs should be reduced. I
think all attempts should be made to educate child in an inclusive environment - at their geocoded school in the general education classroom.
200. Right now I don't think of any.
201. I really can't think of any.
202. Provide after school help. It seems like the kids are missing a lot of regular education for the IEP
203. Retrain, over and over, the general ed teachers. You all paid a lot of money to bring in that
woman 2 years ago on anxiety - but none of her recommendations about approaches to
supporting kids with anxiety were implemented. So hold teachers accountable for providing
supports.
204. Audio record every single special ed meeting with parents and teachers and have them
transcribed - they engage in selective memory in taking those meeting notes.
205. More communications when kids get older.
206. I think one option that could help tremendously would be implementing after-school support
services; whether it be additional behavioral, OT, spelling, reading, executive functioning, etc.
Instead of the parents paying for Lextended Day they could possibly pay a fee for additional
either private or school-provided services, on-location, so working parents are able to take
advantage of these.
207. More frequent communication to parents would be great. Perhaps a quick monthly update - one
paragraph - so parents are kept in the loop about what their child has been doing for their
additional support services and what progress or challenges they are facing.
208. More communication from specialists. Perhaps an email once every two weeks highlighting what
they have been working on with success, what still needs improvement and what we can do at
home to help.
209. Better communication of progress, or lack there of, in the classroom. Two PT conferences per
year isn't enough. When students start to fall behind or aren't completing work, parents need to
know ASAP.
210. Implementing collaborative problem solving as a technique for all staff to use with kids would be
very welcome. I think this would help move away from punitive discipline and help kids with
behavior issues learn the skills to communicate and solve problems better.
211. I would also like to see all LPS elementary schools have a curriculum like understanding our
differences.
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212. We are extremely happy with how the team and the school works with our child. He has shown a
great progress in their disability.
213. This is my first experience with special education. My child's IEP is newly implemented and so I
don't have enough experience to suggest any changes yet.
214. More therapeutic resources for parents and educators. Workshops for students, Parents, staff
with social/emotional needs
215. That teachers and especially, the special educators are trained in the Orton Gillingham system of
learning how to read and write.
216. Teachers need to be more proactive
217. ILP students from Hastings should not be sent away to Clarke away from their peers they have
worked so hard to make as friends.
218. Actual processes to help with independent focus. My child has to create their own barriers to
keep them from being distracted rather than the teacher and the school helping create the
environment. The teacher needs to be more responsive/interactive with the additional
resources we are paying for rather than just noting that our child has focus issues and is easily
distracted.
219. I wish there was more proactive communication from the team to home so that I wouldn't worry
whether or not I'm checking in enough or checking in too much. Perhaps this is especially
important as my child is newly on an IEP so I still don't really know what is happening.
220. Get rid of the iPad and the google chrome books 100%. They are the biggest stumbling block to
(1) the parents looking over the shoulder as the child is doing homework to catch what kinds of
mistakes or struggles the child is having. I am well educated in dyslexic problems and can easily
recognize if the child is having content problems or 'show their work' issues due to obstacles put
in the way (i.e. word problems on math). But since I physically can't see what is happening - I am
at a loss to get interventions or let the child and teacher know that their 504 should be invoked
on that type of work.
(2) testing on the google chromebook has to go. My child works hard and has a high IQ. A's on
all homework and C's on all tests. I can not get into the tests to see what the testing protocol
was and to understand if it is content or testing method that is the problem. I did this in 5 years
ago for my older child. Showed the teacher that my child’s multiple choice problems were an
issue for my child with low working memory. The teacher decided to do an experiment. Would
change the test every other for my child between short answer and multiple choice. Came to
504 meeting surprised that if they gave my child short answer - they got 100%. Multiple choice,
70% at best. My guess is the chomebook testing is multiple choice but I can't get into it right
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now to figure out. Hand a paper back to the child so us parents can do our own looking and
helping the child!!!!!!!!!!!!!
221. Greater emphasis on social pragmatics skills and direct instruction in executive function skills.
222. Communicate better with parent on what happened at school
223. I think have quarterly face-to-face meetings to discuss progress and how the parents can help
outside of school.
224. My child needs to be back in the regular setting after his medication and therapy were changed.
But s/he languishes in OOD school where there is no rigor towards studies.
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Is there anything else you would like us to know?
(Question 12)
1. Instead of doing the hard work of making sure every child has what they need to succeed in
district, there have been many reports of administration using outplacement as a tool to get rid of
difficult students and parents and also putting so little effort into a district or individual program
that it just dissolves over time, which essentially forces students out of the district. These are
divisive tactics for kids and their families and our district as a whole.
2. The 6-day rotation is bad for kids with special needs, who need a regular schedule which matches
the calendar.
3. Some kids on my child’s bus have occasionally made fun of my child’s disability and that s/he
receives services. When we have made the administration aware, they took steps to stop it, which
were effective in doing so.
4. We would love to be able to trust the professionals hired by LPS to take the lead in providing a
healthy learning environment for our children. In general, we have been very impressed with and
grateful to individual teachers. It saddens us to experience Lexington as an environment where
those teachers are limited in their effectiveness because of fears from their administrators. If cost
is their fear, then ultimately, the cost is made higher by delaying intervention that could move the
student toward real progress and greater independence.
5. It is frustrating to not have the specific services in the schools for dyslexia. It is also frustrating
that those services and concepts are not incorporated throughout the curriculum for the children
who need the extra support across the general curriculum.
6. I think the Special Ed program is above average, but it does feel like you have to 'load for bear' in
order to get any services.
7. Some of the accommodations my child has are just good teaching practice.
8. Yes. I would like you to know that there are a lot of struggling kids and exhausted parents who are
fed up, helpless and hopeless.
9. School is where kids go to be educated, not shamed for having a disability. I am not sure if
teachers are just asked to do too much with too few resources or if they need better training or if
we need to understand that the Lexington Public Schools is a place where lots of children will just
never ever be successful no matter how hard everybody tries. There seems to be a permanent
problem where outside of the inner circle of the student, the rest of the teachers don't truly
understand the nuances of the student. It just gets worse as time goes on and finally the kid gives
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up and checks out and the parents just hope that they can get their kid through school, mentally
in tact.
10. I think SEPAC should do a survey of LHS SPED student alums to see the long term consequences of
inflexibility. Has SEPAC thought to do a survey of SPED student or SPED alum so they give the
feedback that is desperately needed to prevent more broken dreams
11. We have had a very good experience with the special ed services my child received starting in
elementary school
12. I scheduled an evaluation for my child. I hope school IEP term can offer a better special education
plan after I submitted his evaluation report.
13. In my last one hour IEP meeting, all the teachers made an effort to use the correct pronouns for
my child. Except the team leader. They did not even try.
14. No
15. Because my student doesn't quite fit the profile of a special education student, what I'd really like
to convey is not about special education but about all education. The cookie cutter approach
doesn't work (as I'm sure you already know). All students don't learn the same way but our
system, especially at the high school level, teaches all students the same way.
16. When a motivated student who has certain learning challenges cannot manage successfully in the
LPS system because the system doesn't know how to teach that student, everyone loses, most
especially the student. If the system approached teaching/learning as a collaborative process, and
if the teachers especially were trained in more differentiated instruction, that could make a big
difference in the lives of students who at present are falling through the cracks.
17. - thank you, we so appreciate the special ed department
18. Being OOD feels isolating:
1) No longer getting communication such as when district is closed due to inclement weather
2) Would appreciate opportunities for both student and families to stay connected to activities
within district
3) Removing stigma of being OOD especially for student
19. The general education teacher made this big claim that they use to teach special Education at
back to school night. The teacher is teaching a class that many students with language-based
disorders take, including but not limited to Dyslexia and apraxia. The teacher made multiple
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students cry last year and said some terrible things to my child that no child should ever have to
hear. This teacher should not be teaching our children.
20. I've heard that there are special service locations in town, but it doesn't feel like that is out in the
open. I think it would be a benefit for families to know what is available and where.
21. In my child's case, the outside psychologists who diagnosed my child with a specific disorder.
When explaining this to my child's original SPED team, they said they disagree with the diagnosis
because in my child's case, they are not displaying the tell-tell signs. The special education team
who did the evaluation only took into consideration how my child is in the classroom without, it
seems, considering that my child’s fear to fail or do wrong, which would bring attention to them, is
what is driving my child without taking into consideration the emotional and mental toll that is
spent accomplishing that feat.
22. I'm excited about this survey and the broader DEI conversations going on right now. I'm very
hopeful about the direction Lexington is headed.
23. Thank you!
24. Special education students in Lexington are still clearly second-class citizens. The district does not
value inclusion - and as a result, both special education and general education students suffer.
Special education students suffer isolation, exclusion, out of district placement, etc. General
education students miss out on the opportunity to be part of a diverse community and help
others.
25. What’s the plan?
26. Thank you
27. At this time we are pleased
28. I feel that the elementary school my child attended completely failed them. Because they didn't
act up in school and they are a go along, get along kid (in school, not at home as the school knew)
they just passed my child along. They dismissed my child’s anxiety as lack of confidence. They
totally misread my child and, I will say this once again, they Did Not Listen to me, my husband or
my child's therapist when we described school-related problems that happened at home. The
impact of the above was SEVERE in middle school. I do not want another child to suffer the way
that my child has suffered due to it.
29. Thank you for all the support for our child!
30. We have been very appreciative of the care and support of everyone at LHS for educating and
empowering my 504 child. I'd also like to thank and praise the counseling staff who helped our
child at LHS.
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31. There needs to be a better protocol for concerns and parent contact.
32. Program is marginal at best.
33. As of this writing (early November), the jury is still out on the new SPED team we are working
with.
34. kudos for trying to improve things.
35. This year, we experienced LPS staff making undocumented accusations during an IEP meeting.
These accusations were in conflict with the documented reports provided by Lexington providers,
yet were documented in the IEP meeting minutes. The only purpose of these false accusations,
were to harass the private school professionals and parents.
36. No
37. Dyslexia can and should be included in IEPs, as per MA special ed law. It is interesting given how
ahead of the curve Lexington is on building green schools, looking at play-based learning, two
recess periods but can’t take their head out of the sand to directly deal with dyslexia. Do they not
want to be ambassadors in leading the charge for the state in providing the correct resources for
dyslexic children? Instead families are left to send kids out of district away from friends to allow
access to learning.
38. A 504 plan is a great concept, but it is not a solution if it requires the child to self-advocate. They
may be shy or embarrassed to self-advocate, or they may not even realize they have issues. For
example, in my child's case, it is obvious that my child has problems with multiple choice exams
while they excel in discussions, and assignments where they don't just tick A, B, C, or D and my
child is able to have the opportunity to show their understanding in a more complete way.
39. I think mindsets need to be changed to instill a sense of "you can do it" attitude rather than "I
don't think you can do it", "it's too difficult for you", "you will get tired" etc. The loving and wellmeaning staff who have the right attitude should be given sufficient training and support to help
them to help our children effectively. Our children need love (which they are receiving) but they
also need to survive in the world when they are older and need to fend for themselves. They will
not have people to baby them and care for them forever. The children will also feel like they are
having a more fulfilled and meaningful life if they can be more independent - a feeling of
achievement and being capable.
40. We didn’t always live in Lexington, and we have been so impressed with the dedication and
communication within the Lexington School system.
41. I would definitely be open to have a discussion about all the lack of response I have received from
LPS.
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42. I'd be happy to fill this out again when my kids are gone from the schools.
43. The transition coordinator position that Michael Law holds is a great addition. His presentations
on transition and college planning are excellent.
44. In my opinion and my experience with the Lexington school system I truly believe that they are
going downhill in their support of children that may have less severe special learning needs. For
example children that have ADD or executive function issues are being pushed aside and being
pushed off of IEP‘s that would be extremely beneficial to their long-term success in the district.
45. I understand that the amount of children in the district now needing extreme specialized support
is increasing. However, Lexington should not forget those other students that may not have severe
needs but still need support. I have had two completely different experiences with both of my
children.
46. I feel like we've run into two kinds of school staff in this process: those whose opening stance is
"it's my job to protect the school district from overbearing, complaining parents and make sure
we meet our budget" and those whose stance is "it's my job to make sure each child is treated as
an individual whose needs are being met." It's wonderful to meet the second kind and I'm glad to
say we've met many of them in LPS. However, the first kind can make life a misery for a child in
need, and we've met plenty of them, too. If I could have one wish, it would be that all school staff
members do not lead with a stance of suspicion and mistrust towards parents and listen to the
needs of the child. Please just drop the defensiveness.
47. Another frustration at LHS was in my child's early high school years when I was reaching out to
individual teachers for information and support, when my child was really struggling. They really
did not respond -- only about 25% of my child's teachers would respond to my emails. Another
25% or so responded to say they just didn't have time to check in with me on a weekly or monthly
basis. Since my child was failing those classes, it was frustrating that we couldn't get info about
what was going on. One reason we really needed an IEP was that then the teachers were then
required to respond to us. It's disheartening that they had to be legally required in order to
respond to a parent about a student who was clearly struggling. My concern is that teachers are
overworked and over scheduled. Is our school understaffed?
48. I think you should survey parents who were NOT able to get the IEP for their child. In surveying
only parents who have a child with an IEP or 504, you are asking only those who had a positive
outcome
49. I can’t say enough about the team at my elementary school. They should be a model for others.
Their program doesn’t work perfectly for all kids, but they never stop trying to help the kids in
their program and whole school. They should all be given medals, seriously.
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50. When I have a conference after my child has their IEP in place, I feel the teacher should be
referencing how they are implementing the needs for my child daily. As opposed to them looking
at me for suggestions. I am not in the classroom and I feel it is difficult for me as a parent to know
how to help. To hear, my child is falling behind, well there is a frustration surrounding this for me
and my husband as we feel we did the steps to get my child tested and produce this IEP. Now the
teacher is telling me they are falling behind. My child needs help organizing, and this is not being
done. My child is a bright child and I do not want to see them fall through the cracks.
51. I had an older child on an IEP throughout their education - now graduated from LHS. But, I
wanted to mention that it is the staff that makes the difference. In their case, the sped teachers
were not effective at LHS. They seem as though they operate independently - you can be terrible,
and no one will know. As a parent, I spoke to the SPED administration after first speaking to the
teacher - also spoke with the department administration. Understanding phone calls that never
enacted change. The resource teachers need to care and want to help their students.
52. Having IEP review in mid-year along with annual review will help to readjust services that are
working and eliminating that are not working
53. Not all students will qualify for support from the state and more needs to be done to support
these young people before they age out of the system at age 22.
54. Some sped kids are forced to do alt mcas instead of regular mcas. Voices are not heard and
parents are left on their own to struggle with the kids.
55. We do not feel part of the community. My child is OOD and does not have friends around. It will
be good to see some social activities for kids like my child. Perhaps best buddies?
56. Similarly, the family is not connected with other families. Any attempt to get us together will be
appreciated!
57. Lack of care for the child.
58. I have been really disappointed in the staff at the middle school.
59. No
60. No
61. Nope
62. Overall, I’m very happy with my child’s progress in the supports within Lexington. However I do
worry about high school
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63. LPS is a very challenging learning environment K-12 for kids with learning disabilities, especially
dyslexia. The curriculum, fast pace learning environment do not align with how these kids best
learn.
64. My child is in a sub-separate program. My child started this from Kindergarten. My child was in an
inclusive program at LCP before starting K. In retrospect, I feel having my child start in a subseparate program was a huge mistake and a lost opportunity for my child to make connections
with their peers early on. A sub-separate environment was not the 'least restrictive' environment
for my child.
65. IEP review meetings should be longer. They are often rushed and leave the parent feeling as
though they do not have time to ask questions or make comments.
66. I am extremely disappointed with the Lexington district in the treatment of mental health and the
shaming way they alienate families. I have been surprised by the lack of understanding, kindness,
and basic knowledge from staff in Lexington schools. I regret my decision to move to Lexington
knowing what I now know.
67. Thank you.
68. Flexibility. Flexibility. Flexibility.
69. Rigid teachers should be trained to treat with flexibility students with mental and behavioral
disorder, especially the ones that have learning difficulties, even though don’t look as special-Ed
child.
70. Yes - for the first five weeks of this school year, my child wasn't receiving the one-on-one
counseling they were supposed to receive at middle school as part of their IEP. That was a really
hard time for my child and after several weeks I called the school and it seemed they had
forgotten to schedule that service for my child. After I called, they started having my child go to
the counselor, but I really wish they had been on top of that at the start because my child could
have used the support during that first month transition.
71. My child was in middle school (note: the experience at their elementary school was ok,
particularly after the new team- now current team- was in place who we think are great)
72. We have been pleased with the support offered by the special education department and the
teachers in general.
73. What we have not been pleased with is 1) the general education approach on basic, foundational
skills such as Math and Writing and 2) the policy around recess.
74. For 1), we feel very strongly that children (esp. those with attention-based disorders) need
written practice in fundamentals like basic Math and basic spelling and punctuation in order to
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feel "organized" enough to take on complex work. This just isn't happening at our public schools
given the current approach. Rather, we've had to go to Kumon for Math which has helped
tremendously (the improvement was even seen in my child’s MCAS scores). Sadly, we're still
trying to figure out how we can get the same type of practice in Writing. We have requested this
from many of his teachers and special ed folks along the way without success.
For 2), it seemed ridiculous that kids are not given a break in middle school! Many adults
couldn't physically handle what we are asking our kids to do, let alone kids with attention-based
disorders. For this, we feel very powerless and frustrated, as it seems whenever we bring it up,
there is no resolution.
75. I think the IEP is a great service for the students who need it! And 504 is more for the student’s
parents who have concerns about their kids have Add!
76. We are incredibly grateful for the middle school programs.
77. When the teams are consistent year after year with the children so that there is not a totally new
learning curve for staff every September, it is a huge benefit.
78. Honestly, it's been incredible.
79. I can’t speak highly enough about the team and their approach. They have truly made my child’s
transition to a new school this year seamless.
80. We are concerned that when we are redistricted that we will lose the momentum we have gained
81. My child loves their school
- A lot of students with disabilities are struggling with social and emotional needs. We need to do
a better job of supporting those students. Weekly social skills group would be very beneficial.
Having workshops where executive functioning skills are taught will also benefit all students.
- We need better and more frequent communication with parents. Don't wait until the student is
in crisis academically or emotionally to reach out to parents. Frequent brief check-ins would be
greatly appreciated by parents.
82. My child is very smart and also very unmotivated. S/he avoids work whenever possible. As such,
my child tries to get away with whatever they can. I feel my child’s support team tends to "let my
child off the hook" or do not hold my child accountable enough.
83. Overall our child’s needs have been met - at middle school (but not at elementary school with the
previous principal) but as it is a 504 plan, it can feel a little flimsy.
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84. The contrast between elementary school SPED and Middle School is shocking and atrocious in my
opinion
85. My elementary school’s model is amazing! They are clearly the gold standard.
86. N/A
87. Now, I'm satisfied with Middle school situation, but I regret my child’s late elementary time was
time waste, because my child’s teacher did implement their accommodations in the classroom.
There were errors on my child’s IEP plan so we kept sending back pages without our signature
with post it notes telling the staff the IEP was wrong (they left pages blank where the IEP plan was
supposed to be listed) and they kept sending it back telling us to sign it. That was miserable for my
child.
88. Communication is key! Clearly, they didn’t even read the notes we sent them. It took many phone
calls to get them to understand there were corrections that needed to be made.
89. I’d like to see more experiential learning in Lexington schools.
90. I think more education should be given to general education teachers in language-based learning
difficulties and dyslexia. Most can’t even identify it in their students, despite its widespread
prevalence. When we originally approached a teacher about our child potentially having dyslexia
we were told that was not the problem. Others admitted they just didn’t know enough about it. I
think it would greatly benefit everyone if there was more general education on this relatively
common disability.
91. I appreciate all the SEPAC leadership does.
92. Lexington has provided my child and grandchild with excellent educational services.
93. Academic and homework support after school would be helpful
94. Is there is a way for parents to anonymously report concerns about teachers who do not follow
the IEP? I don't want to be that parent who complains but there are a few teachers who refuse to
follow the IEP and there is nothing I can do about it. My child does not want me to complain
because my child does not want to be seen as more difficult but it has taken a toll on my child’s
self esteem and grades. There should be checks by somebody to see if teachers are really
following the IEP and training or something else for teachers who don't want to follow the IEP or
think that the IEP is just a suggestion. They should also have parent support groups so at least we
can tell somebody about our concerns.
95. Resource room teachers are not well trained and not able to provide the support described and
outlined in my child's 504 plan. Yet when this concern was brought to the administration, there
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was push-back rather than taking a look at what needs to change. It has been a difficult and
frustrating process to work with staff at the high school.
96. I have been told things like, "Well, your child doesn't look anxious."
97. Perhaps staff need some training on how to support social-emotional difficulties. And they
definitely need some training on how to support a child's executive functioning skills. I really
worry about bullying towards children that are more vulnerable because of their weaknesses.
98. I feel as though all the people who work my child at his school really care about my child and want
them to be their best self. The classroom strategies, after school parent talks, playground meetups, and new family school tours have been the things that have reminded my husband and I that
we chose the right District for our child.
99. No
100. In my child’s high school district-wide program staff are all kind and well-intentioned but need
better day to day supervision in moving past obstacles or learning what they don't know. This is
unique to high school.
101. I have concerns regarding SPED administration not able to bring a consistent experience to LPS
students. Talking with parents at other schools, it is clear that some schools have robust behavior
incentive systems, emotional supports, and so on, for their IEP students, and others have none.
102. The TLPs are supposedly the same but talk to parents and you will learn that the one school
includes all children that need an extra hand, meaning children not in the TLP have TLP-like
supports written into their IEPs. At the other school, the TLP isn’t as integrated.
103. Does SPED administration step foot in the schools? Do they see how services, accommodations,
supports are delivered? It does not appear to be the case.
104. I do not see that there is a district-wide vision for SPED, no roadmap, no goals. Parents often
speak of being blindsided with promised programs being cut, changed last minute, with
conflicting communication from staff. SPED is disorganized and reflects poorly on the district.
There is either a staffing or leadership issue, and I hope this is something the district looks into
and addresses.
105. In my opinion, the parents of a special ed child should be given a full disclosure of what their
child’s right of services are and what the possible next steps are available within a year from the
IEP date.
106. There is frequently a sense that parents are expected to infer meaning behind staff comments as
if they are not able to speak freely and it is hard as a parent to trust they are saying what they
really think/feel vs. what an administrator is supporting. Makes trust hard. We believe everyone
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is well-intentioned even when things don't go well and there are many amazing special education
staff members across grade levels and schools.
107. Communication and a good relationship between parents and educators is important-the child
will see that connection and will become comfortable.
108. I also think as a parent you do have a say on what you think is best...example
109. My child got moved from a behavioral program because he was getting so frustrated not being
able to express themself...got moved back to school district and I feel like it was mentioned to
help new teachers pass on the dos and don'ts and what plan was put in place to deal with
situations...
110. I think when the report says teachers will keep in communication and will help with helpful hints
that did work .
111. I think in a situation as this ...new and old teachers need to communicate to help transitions and
help the child become comfortable.
112. Please ask middle school to publicize what are provided in 504 plan for middle school students.
113. The move for children from Hastings IEP to Clarke is still difficult and unfair. Finding new friends
at Clarke is taking years and is often frustrating for these children. How about including this issue
in the current LPS redistricting plans? My suggestion, as complicated as it may sound, is to split
Hastings graduates so half move to Diamond and half to Clarke. This will give those handful of
Hastings kids at Clarke, who struggle daily, some familiar faces and friends to ease the transition.
114. Please see above comments.
115. The lack of handover from Middle to High school was incredibly disappointing.
116. Any tips on how to request meetings with staff and administrators? How to check in with
teachers and ensure that accommodations are being delivered?
117. The town should provide training to IEP teams about a student's civil rights, LRE, FAPE, ADA, and
IDEA. Parents shouldn't be educating the staff on these materials. It should be the other way
around.
118. Overall, the systems in place have well addressed the situations of both children we have had in
special education programs.
119. Does redistricting process for my elementary school take into consideration kids with IEP? I
strongly believe that my child needs same stable environment which means my child will
continue going to my current elementary school. It includes teachers who have been working
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with my child, kids who have become their friends, and overall setting they got used to. It had
been a long way for my child and all of us to get to the level we are at now and I don't want any
regress to happen because of a significant change.
120. I'm not sure if all teams are similar, but our experience with our child's district-wide program
team has been amazing. They are very skilled and compassionate. In fact, our chlid is sad that
they will have to leave them when they finish Middle School.
121. Thank you for your great work and dedication to our children!
122. The only time anyone in special ed responds to when you call Ellen Sugita or hire an outside
consultant to come to meetings. I picked up a part time job to be able to pay for outside services
for my child since LHS would not provide. That is the only way he is getting through this final
year at LHS.
123. Discipline, services, etc are all biased towards boys.
124. My child is mixed race, and I have had multiple teachers tell me they think my husband (due to
his race) is why my child has anxiety. Really? This is exactly the type of biased behavior we are
supposed to be teaching our kids to avoid in school!
125. Thank you for all that you do!
126. I am curious if the schools are proactive enough about screening K-2 kids for dyslexia. There’s
mounting evidence that most are diagnosed in 3rd grade or higher which is after the ideal
window for the student to get help.
127. Not at this time.
128. I just want to congratulate every one in the IEP team. They are really making a difference in my
child’s life
129. Guidance support at the middle school level is poor. I called and emailed the guidance office
several times and they didn’t even have 1 conversation with my child who was on a 504. My
child struggled at the beginning of middle school and I only heard from the team leader never
from the guidance office.
130. I wish Lexington Public Schools officially recognized dyslexia and made sure that their special
education staff have the needed training to deal with this very common disability. I can't
emphasis enough the need to have these educators trained in Orton Gillingham.
131. I also find that many teachers are unaware or under educated about dyslexia. I wish the school
district educated everyone about the spectrum of this learning disability and the ways to red flag
it earlier.
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132. My child was flagged at the kindergarten screening and I was thrilled that my child was flagged
so early. I wish my child’s were flagged earlier than they were.
133. The turnover in my child's school regarding the special education resource has been very
disruptive. The interactive process is non-existent.
134. I am concerned about the impact the redistricting recommendations will have on special
education students, my child included. My hope is student's on IEPs will not be made to move to
different schools.
135. N/A
136. None
137. Don't throw kids in OOD schools just because at one point they made a bad choice or got into
trouble.
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